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THE CHURCHES
E. H. S. Graduation Week
TWO BIG GROWDS SEE
Ordered: That it is hereby determined
that the following streets and portions of
MAIN
streets
in
the City of Belfast shall be
Regular services will be held at the
Wrh Beautiful Weather, Large Attendance
monthly meeting of the treated with calcium chloride in whole at
Trinity Reformed church Sunday at 2.30
The regular
Excellent
and
Programs.
was held Monday
b> Rev. William
The Walter L. Main circus exhibited at
the expense of the abutters thereon:
p.
m., with sermon
, cay Council
Ai- Franklin street from Fost Office Square Rob nson’s lot Wednesday afternoon and
The Belfast High school class of 1922 Vaughan.
Sunday school will immediMayor Wescott presiding:
m
the
IV.
Hall, | to Chailes street; Cedar street from Main evening to two capacity audiences. There held their Baccalaureate aervices
ately follow.
Cooper, Councilmen
absentstreet to the eastei n extremity of Arthur was something doing every minute. Most Methodist church Bunday with one of the
Stap e» and Lane
anthese
on
and
seen
was
read
At the Universalist church next Sunever
pass’
I A Hamilton’s lot: Grovestreet its entire of the small boys in the audience were largest audiences
lb*roll 01 alC0Unta
length: Fearl street its entire length: made temporarily cross-eyed trying to nual events and one of the most impres- day morning there will be preaching serfollows:
*
Main street from Post Office Square to watch both rings and the center platform sive services ever carried •ut. The church vice by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
$ 775 68
in
All cordially
touting6"1
Sunday school at noon.
3,734 68
Cemetery: Miller street from Church j at once. All the time-honored circus- altar was very effectively decorated
stuff was faithfully presented. There the class colors, green and white, and invited to these services.
street to the southern extemity of M. C.
Waldo Avenue from Main were the fearless lion-tamer who, with their motto, “Simplicity, Sincerity, SerHill’s lot:
Methodist church.
People’s Methstreet
cracking whip and steel prod drove snarl- vice,” was placed across the organ pipes odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
! street to Primrose street:ofCongress
fhe
Fied A John- ing,snapping lions into tableaux while the in green letters on a white surface,
rrom eastern extremity
with the pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleson’s lot to Main street, excluding the audience held its breath; trapeze perform- altar railing was intertwined
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
of V. L. ers who worked rapidly and dexterously long and graceful sprays of bridal wreath,
the
from
eastern;extremity
spare
TOO,
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
,
under the big-top; contortionists, while jardinieres and vases of white flow- service at 7.30.
lot to the western extremity of I
Hall’s
high
up
Prayer meeting this,
free L.orar>.
2fT , T. Dinsmore’s lot, which space the abut- tumblers and acrobats; clowns, eque- ers, principally the lilac, were arranged
110
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
School Contingent.
65 1.
and pony acts, and on tne altar and on small tables. The
trained
dog
to oil, and have already purBook..
ters
agree
striennes;
T»*t
;
fr.e
cen
in short, every kind of a feature that senior seats were in the front of the
The Federated Church: Rev. W. F.
School Kepsirs.".., chased the oil therefor.
tre section roped off with tlieif class col- !
the hour of the regular
to make up a successful tent-show.
Ordered:
That
goes
titJT«»"
minister; residence, 26 High
61
Skerrye,
753
their
with
Juniors
then
came
the
The hit of the evening was Powers’ ors;
s***"
monthly meeting of the City Council j
Please do not
183 66
street; telephone, 86-4.
r,.
the
and
Sophomores,
purple
Jencolors,
gold,
Au
ust
and j Hippodrome Elephants, introducing
during the mouths of July,
VM 00
fail to telephone the minister of any case
Maine Account.
Freshmen
the
with
and
green
yellow,
and
from
seven-thirshimmying
September be changed
of illness or distress where Ilia service
j nie, the one-stepping
The teachers were
675 37
When the huge lady elephant with red and while.
artiste.
ty to eight o’clock in the afternoon.
Sunday morning sermay be helpful.
marclasses’
The
I
in
also
1
4
body.
present
down
the
her
trainer
Treasurer
with
the
That
Ordered:
City
be, one stepped
vice of worship at 10.45; sermon topic,
police Deportment.
order by
w
were in
the
shals
respective
a
dance
in
on
authorized
to
wound
shimmy
and
up
and
he
sign
tractt
hereby is,
Desire of a Man’s Heart.” A cor“The
fit, Building.
Thomas
Edward Martin, '22;
behalf of the City a note of the City for tli«t would have made the famous Gilda class:
Here
dial invitation is extended to all.
James
School furpo.es. 277 84
fifteen hundred sixty-five dollars ($1,- Gray pale under her make up the crowd Knight, '23; Kussell Feavey, '24;
“Whosoever
let no man be stranger.
School*.
japt. ol
Also the ball game of the Ness, '25.
5t>o 00) payable to the Kelley Springfield went wild.
leave
that
enterest
this
thou art
church,
Tne Colby College Quartet, Evan J.
Motor Truck Company, dated May 20, elephants sent the crowd into roars ot
it not without a prayer for thyaelf, for
*9-780
Barnard A. ChapTotal.
,
The pitcher-elephant heaved a ball Sherman, 1st tenor;
on twelve months’ time: and that ! glee.
him who ministers and for those who
1922,
2nd tenor; John S. Tibbetts, b»ri
of Clyde K. Chapman
the payment by the Treasurer of a like at the batter-elephant who missed it and man,
The resignation
here.”
added to the worship
was read and accepted
amount on delivery of the truck be, and then there was a conference in the pit- tone; Floyd Mrlutire, bass;
CiW Solicitor
with
the
event
was elected to
of
and
Thornton
pleasure
delight
and
Rev.
The First baptist church.
L Ernest
hereby is, ratified and approved: and j cher’s box between catcher elephant
an anthem “Brightthat the contract with the said Kelley- pitcher-elephant, both whispering my- their special numbers,
ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
fill lie vac n no
the
and
Ben Hazeltine as
Best”
of
and
est
1’erkius;
solo,
by
each
trunks
in
resignation
Tite
Cedar.
Telephone 123-11. Sabbath serSpringfield Motor I ruck Company, sign- ; sterio isly through their
free Library was
"Consider and Hear Me” by Wooler, ex
vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible achooi at
Trustee of the Belfast
cd by c. w. Wescott, Mayor, on behalf other's ears. Finally the catcher-elephant
rendered by Mr. Tibbetts, l’hey
and Will K. Howard
of the City pledg ug said truck as secur- [ waddled back behind the bat, the ball was celieully
read and accepted
12; Young People’s Hour, 6:30; evening
«a>elected to till the vacancy. and others ity for said note, dated May 20, 1922, be hurled and the batter flit it clear out of also hao part in the hymn numbers.
service, 7:30.
Mr. Bhermau of the Club ollered the
M. Sanborn
Eoen
for
of
and
slid
bases
the
Pastor’s Sauer’s text for Sunday morncircled
and
is
ratified
Petition
the arena,
and hereby
approved.
Although suffering with ing is found in Prov. 9:1: "Wisdom hath
Lincolnville avenue was
opening prayer.
[ora sei.er on
Ordfted: That the names of the streets home. It was a riot.
on
the committee
a severe cold that threatened pneumonia
builded her house; ahe hath hewn out her
heretofore known as Front,
An unannounced team of Arab-tumblers
or ways
read and referred to
the pastor, Rev. Charles W. Martin, seven
The theme is “The
pillars.”
Common and Water streets, be, and the opened the show and came near stopping
ie»ers
-i_w„.u,i
a
a
most
impressive sermon,
---j
At the evening
House of Wisdom.”
ine rcpoim v..
same
hereby are, established as Front it altogether, so insistent was the audience preached
vision
talk
to
the
and
ncart-lo-heart
youthful
read
were
placed
service the address wiil be upon “ArmeA little Japanese appearing
Cluef Engineer
street: the same extending from the for more.
ot
the
rich
text
the
from
tors
appropriate
nia’s New Peril.” The address will be ilk
Eastern S. S. Company’s wharf to the tumbler made himself into a human pinin
man who came to Jesus with the
lustrated.
Music by the chorus choir
The following orders were passed
wheel with his continuous back hand- young
lower bridge.
to be saved?”
“W
Ido
hat
shall
of
question
Fred's
and orchestra. Cornet solos by Leroy
concurence:
Fred l). Jones was granted permission springs and back somersaults.
of
first
based
the
Marlin
Mr.
thoughts
Palestine
Gommandery
That
and
Green. The public is cordially invited.
Ordered:
to install a wire from the Memorial Build- trained seals were a willing troupe
the discourse on the class motto, “Simand lower
went through their work with great eclat.
be granted the use of the upper
Engagements: Monday evening, meetto his store on Main street for the
ing
out of
with an plicity, Sincerity and Service,” and it is ing of '■couts and Rangers; Wednesday
commons for parking cars from
purpose of maintaining a radio station, The Johannes JoselTson troupe
very probable that many of his thoughts
a big
town on June 24. 1922.
afternoon, sewing circle at the home of
subject to the approval of the Commit- exhibition of Icelandic Glima drew
will recur to the class as they see or think
Mrs. Gerald W. Howard; Thursday evenOrdered: that the City Treasurer be, tee on Highway.
hand as did the Eight American Mangeans
His illustration of char
of Hieir motto.
ing, banquet prepared for the Belfast
ind hereby is, authorized to borrow in
An ordinance extending the fire limits in their springboard tumbling work. Mamountain
as
twin
and life-work
high school by the ladies of the church in
Ihe name of the city seven .thousand dol- so as to include the whole of the block damoiselle Clark did a breath-taking slide acter
and
the
elfect
was
to
very suggestive
the vestry; Friday evening, special serin: term of note to be three months,
bounded by fligh, Spring, Church and by h;r teeth the length of the tent and peaks advice was
plainly seen in the vice in the vestry conducted by the pastepaid from the taxes assessed and to be Beav.r street, was passed and approved Miss Miacahusa de Ortego from Brazil, of his
of
the
attentive
and
sober
be
expressions
to
tor.
collected for the year 1922, note
(The complete ordinance* the featured wire-walker who danced on
by the Mayor.
special guests. He urged his hearers to
countersigned by the Mayor and commit- will be found in the advertising columns.! a slack wire, was also a hit.
in
tor
were
living
think
things
they
great
and
claims.
ice on tinance, accounts,
The traditional concert “for the small
The News of Belfast
an age when personal and natural ability,
Ordered: That a discount of 212 per
sum of 25 cents” after the main show was
In
Town.
Are
more
and
charactercounted
Sallies
The
consciousness
and
of
all
real
West
taxes
Wild
on
tent be allowed
held, during which a band of
The Sons of Veterans wish to thank all
than ever before.
America, their native
riders appeared in trick and fancy ridin. ^
(eraonal estates paid on or before August
lor the
He those who furnished automobiles
was one ot rare opportunities.
officers
several
due
a
was
afternoon
become
laud,
all
taxes
and
that
there
and
Yesterday
II, 1922,
rope throwing, etc.,
parade on Memorial Day.—Frank Downs,
to the beuelits derived from the
referred
A.
E
Hanson,
cirthe
1922
with
November
and
Director,
to
boot
Campaign
1,
md payable
wrestling exhibition
commander, and Fred Seward, commitOrdered: That a way or street be locat- of The Salvation Army arrivedin town to cus wrestler open to meet all comers. His national prohibition law, condemned the tee.
of a certain class to
tiii asked for in the petition of Charles assist The local Advisory Board stage volunteer antagonist just managed to last growing tendency
have recorded
snobbishness, severely criticised the menWhile thermometers
k.Bickford and others as follows: Begin- The 1922 Home Service Appeal in Belfast
the prescribed five minutes.
ace
the moving picture colony in the summer and unseasonable heat for several
The exhibits of animals and birds fori&lit the westerly terminus of the ex- This appeal for contributions to carry on
also
of
tbe
were
west
creating, spoke
days the weather has been ideal for lawns
tnBoo of Front street as laid out by the the work in tiiis locality for the ensuing eign to this latitude attracted attention
of
menaces of improper dress, lack of social
and flower gardens. The showers have
year is a worthy appeal. The work
municipal authorities of the city of Bel
before the performances and the usual
the furnished sufficient moisture to counter'at, under date of Sept. 5, A. ft. 1870; The Salvation Army is too well known to sideshow offered their amusements —The and moral tendencies. His address to
of commendation, they du- Evening Day, New London, Conn., May class at the close was filled with high act the heat.
knee in a westerly direction to Market need word
ideals and souud advice particularly of
treet, being over the location as now plicate the work of no other organization 25.
The Colby College Quartet, Messrs. E.
hnrmrinv their narerns.
He closed with
•avelled which was designated as Com- their relief work is carried on among all
J. Sherman, B. A. Chapman, J. S. TibMoore’s “Bird’s Fligh'.’’
repeating
lon street by Bald city in 1874, and that creeds without regard to race or color.
betts and Floyd Mclntire, were guests of
Free Clinic For Children.
from Divisional
workers
le committee on highways and bridges
With these
THE CLASS TREE.
Ralph A. Bramhall while in Belfast to
one
overseas
men,
two
are
luse the bounds of such street to be
Headquarters
at the B. H. S. baccaleaurate serBelfast is to have a free clinic for chilThe class tree, a small and very symet- sing
tablished and report to the City Coun
who served with the Canadian army and
Dr.
vices in the Methodist church last Sununder Osteopathic auspices.
I for its incorporation in the city records
rical maple, was planted on the Court
the other with the American troops, t he dren
a free clinic under
day.
street side of the common Monday fore
Ordered: That the action of the Mayor Belfast Advisory Board is: President O. Hester Brown will open
of Free Clinics and for the noon and was dedicated to Mr. Charles
a lease for the erection
Mr. and Mrs. Hartson Farrow of Beland E. frost, Treasurer, Ralph Bramhall, Bert the Bureau
of Spinal Curvature. Children F. Swift, who so generously remembered
who recently bought the Cilley
nee of a bill board on the gravel
mont,
L. Davis, Rev. George Sauer, Rev. Wil- Prevention
will be treated
the end of the lower bridge be, liam Vaughan, Rev. Charles Martin Rev. twelve years and under,
ttie new schoolhouse fund after giving place on Peirce street, will occupy it
ime hereby
liberally for it in his lifetime. The ex- early in the fall, but plan to spend the
is, ratified and i-ou- W. f. Skerrye, Maine Hills, Harry t oster, without charge.
a.1
Our aim is to eventually see that
Mrs. t arrow,
ercises were cairied out in a very digni- summer at their farm.
William Luce, Ralph Howes, Mrs. Cecil
each
twice
That the City Marsnal be, Clay. The work of solicitation will be school children are examined
lied manner with all the school present who has taught four years in the Pitcher
of
spinal
the
presence
in a body.
Following is tfhe program:
reby, is, requested to notifly all started today, the net quota for Belfast is year to determine
school, resigned last F'riday.
child
of the City to kiudly refrain $600 and the Advisory Board feel that it curvature. To the casual observer a
Singing by school, Abide with Me.
on thorough
1
but
St. Georges Agricultural Society will
a
back,
ha\e
good
ipmg their stores on to the side- can be easily raised in the 3 day ca mpaign I may
Prayer by Rev. William Vaughan.
have their lirst trot of the season June
examination a slight curvature may be
ence
into the streets, and the to close Saturday.
Make ail checks payclass
Remarks
by
president,
or rotation
17lh at their grounds in Montville with
nerchahls are requested to kind- able to Treasurer Ralph Bramhall and I found, sometimes only a lesion
Orland Orchard
that may in time cause
the following classes: 2.40 pace, 2.37
e streets in front of their stores
A. Foster
mail, or a worker will call for it. Make is found, but even
Remarks
Harry
by
Principal,
and
produce
trot, purse $75; 2.26 pace, 2 23 trot,
all paper, or movable debris of your contribution as liberal as possible as a weakening of the spine
"Planting the
We have found that fully 70 Poem by Lucy Larcom,
purse $100; tree for all trot and pace
nature; and said City Marshal this year is taxing the facilities of I he curvature.
Helen Rolerson
Tree”
children possess one
$100. Entries close at noon June 16th.
juested to see that this order is Salvation Army to meet the demand for percent of all school
in the Planting the.Tree.
or more malpositioned vertebrae
ito ellect, and to report to the relief among our own home people. There
Miss Sadie M. Nickerson, R. N., the
Mr.
Remarks by
Vaughan.
spine, and that 40 percent at least have Closing song, America,
jrnment any merchant who fails are in New England today 98 Army Corps,
School Red Cross nurse, will board, during the
curvature.
marked
well
or
a
slight
with his reasonable requests, Industrial Homes, Workingmen’s Hotels, either
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen H. PatTuesday evening thev gathered at the absence
health through
an ordinance
with Mrs. Fred
er is in lieu of
Day Nurseries, Hospitals, .Dispensaries, | The effect upon a child's
Weak school building and went to the Colonial terson at Swan Lake,
marked.
sometimes
is
curvalure
Homes.
Her house
le same mandatory.
Maternity Hospitals aud Rescue
to attend the regular picture Philbrook, 36 Cedar street.
Theatre
and
gastro
school
in
alln.ss
work,
!
eyes,
That the City Treasurer be,
:
telephone number for the next three
program.
are common among
disorders
intestinal
mouths will be 368-5.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Hollingshead
reby is, authorized to draw his
THE BANQUET
examination the
sixty two bandied fifty and and little daughter, Elizabeth Quimby school children. Upon
served Thursday
or specific Usions
will
be
curvature
The
of
Thirty-five members of the Freshman
banquet
presence
The Hollingshead, of Santos South America
dollars
($6,250 00) to
that the c ircula- evening in the Baptist church by the la- class of the high school had their annua
La France Fire Engine Co., have sailed on the Pan America, and are proves to the physician
the
and
interfered with,
dies of that society. The blessing will be ride Thursday spending the day at Metalf payment for one (1) latest expected to arrive in New Y'ork soon. ; tion has been
j
some of their tone.
offered by Rev. George C. Sauer and the
guulicook, Camden, where they enjoyed
American La France Type 75- After a few days with Mrs. C. C. Pineo, nerves have lost
lhej
their picnic dinner and sports.
Not only spinal curvature cases will be class president, Orland Orcnard, will bt
I
and
Fire
family,
(Mrs.
sister)
Engine-Chemical
Pumping
Hoilmgshead’s
paralysis cases. toastmaster. The following program wil made the trip with Merle R. Whitcomt
nd Hose Motor Car; and he is they will come to Belfast to spend the ( treated, but infantile
has been restored to be carried out betore the class and theii
and were chaperoned by one of tr.e as
ulhorized to sign a note for an summer with Mrs. George A. Quimby, Many a little cripple
normality by these treatments at the vari- guests go the Armory lor the graduatioi
siatanis, Miss Esther F. Evans.
ount, namely sixty two hun- Mrs. Hollingshead’s mother.
In the lo- ball:
all over the land.
ous clinic
f and no 100 dollars (6,250 00 >
Dorothy, the youngest of the tlirei
full of crutreturned i ronto clinic there is a big rack
n one (1) year from May 25, 1922,
Mrs. Camilla W. Hazeltine
bright little daughters of Mr. and Mrs
Ihous- Songs—“Smiles.”
off
J
taken
cripples.
braces
ches
and
Go
World
By.’ Jerry E. Hayes, is constantly on the aler
“L;t the Rest of the
where
irest at 6 per cent: and that
the Tuesday from Springfield, Mass
treated all over
“Peggy.”
signed by C. W. Wescott, Mayor, she spent the winter and will remain tor 1 ands of children are being
They weri
to keep up with her sisters.
clinics.
branch
at
these
the
the
alumni
county
W
Ison
at
Howard
representing
the
ite of May 10, 1922, in behalf of a while with Mrs Ada E Wildes
their home recentl:
ail walking near
to take their children “New School Building,”
wishing
Mothers
was
accomof Belfast, purchasing said en- Wayside Tea House.
She
when the sisters accused her of no
;
for tree examination and
Mayor C. W. Wescot' knowing where sha was, but the repl;
pledging the same as security for panied here by her son, Benj. P. Hazel- ! to Dr. Brown do
and
so on Wednesdays
Marjorie Kuowlton, ’2: came readily: “Torse I do.” Then to thi
id part, be, and hereby is, ratiiiel tine of Wheeling, West Va., who came treatment may
Prophecy,
O. E F’rosi
Saturdays from 9 to 10 o'clock, A. M.
aved.
Remarks,
question: “Well, where are you,” cann
j north for that purpose.
Co-oper-tion of School and Library,
the immediate reply: “Why, I am righ
Florence E. Duntoi; here!
Advantages of Large or Small Colleges,
Charles S. Bickford
MRS. SUSAN L. PATTbRSON.
Gifts, Orland Orchard and Ruth Par-
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The Absolute Safety
of this Bank is at your

Open

your

disposal.

Savings Account in

our

Savings Department
No Account too large;

jio

Account too small.

Our Service the Same to All
\

Benelits of Vocational Training,
H. A. Foster
Plans for Teaching in the Interim,
E. E. Roderick
J. Tolford Durham, ’22
Will,
Class of ’22
Song, Auld Lang Syne,
Accompanist, Alice Robbins, ’23.
Friday the class will go to Lake Quantabacook for a few days’ outing at the
Vickery camps. They will be accompanied by Principal Foster, Mrs. Parker
and Miss Evans.
The regular graduation takes place
Wednesday evening too late for a report
in this issue.
Dr. Foster C. Small has returned home
from New York, where he has been taking post graduate work

Mrs. Susan L. Patterson died Sunday
after an
at her home, No. 5 Spring street,
of diseases,
illness with a complication
was
She
which developed heart trouble.
of Richard
born in Belfast, the daughter
in
and Susan tDunbar) Lear, and early
a veteran
life married Fitz W. Patterson,
For many
of the Civil War and deceased.
was an active and
years Mrs. Patterson
Marinfluential member of Thomas H.
A
A. K.
shall Circle, Ladies of the G.
friend she
faithful mother and a kind
will be mourned by many.
Mr®ing children are Fitz W. Jr.,
PatterW. Harford of Bath, Mrs Emma
Mrs. Eva Thomson, Mrs Edith Brown,
Bosof
Flora Cohen
as of Belfast, Mrs.
at
The funeral was held Tuesday
ton.
of the
o’clock, Rev. Charles W. Martin
Methodist chyrch officiating.

Her,8ur^:

A SUPER SCREEN CLASSIC
That will awaken the memories of the

days

when

“WHEN WE WERE A COUPLE OF
KIDS”

“SCHOOL DAYS”
will make you feel

Younger—Better—Happier

“The Babe Ruth of the

The City National Bank, Belfast

Laughter League”

COLONIAL THEATRE

Monday and Tuesday, June 12-13
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

|

Government

City

FIVE CENTS

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY. JUNE 8. 1022.

04.

Sam Free iman has returned
business trip to Boston.

from

a

Miss Lena Weaver was the week-end
guest of Mrs. Herbert Ellis in Brooks.
Mrs. Annie E. Weeman is spending
two weeks with relatives in Portland.
Fred Thompson of Leominister, Mass.,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Fred Clements.
Miss Rubie D. Clark is in Castine, the
guest of her uncle, Mark C. Devereux and

family.
Albert Morey has arrived home from
Boston University for his summer vacation.
Alfred M. Ferguson arrived home recently from Boston for a visit with relatives.
Miss Jessie Gartiey of Bangor was the
guest over Sunday of Mr. and Mra. B. H.
Mudgett.
Mrs. Anna M. Mixer of Camden has
been spending a few days here with Mra.
Lilia B. Mixer.

Wight L. Robbins left Saturday for
where tie will spend the summer

Boston,

with relatives.
Mrs.

Laura Davis of Salem,
formerly of Belfast, is spending
here on business.

Mass.,
a

week

Mrs. Flora Cohen arrived Sunday from
Boston called by the death of her mother,
Mrs. Susan L. Patterson.

Alfred A. Friar* of St. Johns, N. B.,',is
visiting his aunt, Mrs. H. S. Morey, and

other relatives

in

Belfast.

Capt. Frank A Dow of Brooklyn, N.
Y., arrived recently to visit his brother,
John L. Dow, and family.
Mr. and Mr3. Clyde B. Holmes and
children plan to go to The Battery next
Saturday for the season.

Dr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Plummer of
Union were recent guests of their cousin,
Miss Edith M. Southworth.
Misses Ora and Georgia Sheldon returned home Sunday from Massillon,
Ohio, where they spent the winter.
Austin K.. Vaughan of Machias, son of
Rev. William Vaughan, is spending a
vacation with relatives and friends here.
Misses Isabel and Emeroy Ginn were
in Prospect last week to attend the funeral of their uncle, Capt. Alfred A.

Ginn.

Mrs. J. C. Carey of Montville is the
guest ot Mrs. Mary C. Hubbard, who is
confined to her home on Park street by
illness.
Miss Isabel Ginn is substituting for
Mrs. Roy Southard, bookkeeper in A. A.
Howes A Co., who is having a two weeks’
vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. Karl McDonald of Harthave arrived to viait the
former’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. E. S.
McDonald and other relatives.

ford, Conn.,

Mias Inez L. Barker, R. N., called on
Belfast friends Thursday while on her
to her home in Centre Montville
after spending the winter in New York
City.
Mr. and Mra. Howard H Simonda of
Marlboro, Maas , were guests last week
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens at
their cottage at Swan Lake.
They returned home Wednesday.
wav

Miss Maude E. Barker returned Tuesday from a six months’ viait in Portland,

Me., Brookline,

Newton

Ctr., Auburn,

Worcester and Springfield, Mass., and in
New York City.
Mra. A. J. King and little son, Spencer
Mathews, of San Juan, P. R., arrived
Tuesday to spend the summer with BelWhile en route they were
fast relatives.
guests for a week of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Pineo in New York.
Charles Dana Gibson of Seven Hundred
His
Acre Island was here last Thursday.
family will arrive soon. Mr. and Mrs.

Gibson’s son Langhorn will come after the
Yale Commencement, where he is to be
graduated this June.
Miss Essie Sanborn of Humbolt Tenn.,
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Eben M. Sanborn for about a month. Miss
Sanborn does district nursing in instructive work in the schools, lectures, etc.,
and has been very successful.
Mrs. Charles Atkinson of Searsmont.
in Belfast Tuesday on her way
home from the University of Maine,
where she attended Commencement, her
was

only son, Horace Barker Atkinson, being
of ilie graduates.

one

Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, Prof, and Mrs.
Wm. F. Schoppe, and Masters William
F., Jr, Bobbie and John have arrived
from Bozeman, Mont., and are now the
guests of Prof, Schoppe’s parents in
West Auburn. They will come to Belfast later for a visit.
Advices from Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pineo
of New York state that their little son.
Junior, is quite ill. He underwent an
operation for an ear trouble, and has
been ill ever since. Their daughter, little
Miss Katherine D. Pineo, arri /ed Tuesday
from New York to spend the summer
with her grandmother, Mrs. George A.

Quimby.
and Mrs. Walter J. Clifford and
Ralph motored to Augusta June 5th
to attend the wedding of Thomas H.
Leonard and Miss Ida L. Noble, which
took place at 8 p. m. at the South Parish
Their daughCongregational Church.
ter, Miss Doris Clifford, came from Portage and was a bridesmaid at the wedShe
accompanied her parents
ding.
Mr.

son

home for a short visit.
Mrs. Addie Condon Welt b arrived Friday lrom Seal Harbor, where she is
spending the summer and is the guest of
her son, Asaph.
State Auditor Elbert D. Hayford and
Dr. A. O. Thomas, State Superintendent
of Schools, were callers at The Journal
office last Mouday.
Charles

R.

Coombs

and

family

left

Tuesday for an outing at Brewer pond.
They will be joined Thursday by Miss
Maude M. Matthews.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams, sons
Chilton and Ben Ames, Jr.; have arrived
from Newtonville, Mass., to spent the
summer

at

gtoe Battery.

at home from
operator in the
Telephone exchange, and is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Fannie L. Merchant.

Dorothy Merchant

Lewiston,

where she

is

is an

Mrs. S. E. Davis, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. H. M. Clark, left Monday lo visit her brother, Mark C. Devereux and family, of North Castine.
Mrs.

Raymond R. Ellis, Mrs. Perley
Thomas, M.s Gay E. Holmes, John and
Ivan Kimaall were i.i Watervdle Thursday to attend the funeral of Elisha I.
Brown.
Misses Hazel Perkins and Mabel Bell,
senior nurses at St. Barnabus Hospital,
Portland, returned last Saturday after a
visit with the former’s aunt, Mrs. H. S.

Morey.
Louis F. Freedman, who recently grad
uated from the University of New York
and has accepted a position in Washington, D. C., has been the guest several
days of Ins parents, Mr, and Mrs Sam
Freedman.

MRS. HATTIE E. CONDON
Hattie E., wife of Asaph Condon, died
Thursday at their home on Bay View
She had been in ill health for
street.
many years, but bore her sufferings with
remarkable fortitude.
She was always
kind and thoughtful with a pleasing personality that won and held many friends.
Born in Belfast July 29, 1858, the daughter of Alexander H. and Betsey F. (Dow)
Maddocks, her entire life was spent here.
For many years she was a popular dressmaker and continued in the work ts
Her huslong as her health permitted.

band,

who survives her, gave her constant care and attention, remaining at
home with her during her last illness.
The funeral took place at her late home
Sunday afternoon with Rev. Charles W.
Martin of the Methodist Church officiating. The Interment was in Grove Cemetery.

MAKTIN-PaRSONS
Emery M. Martin of Manchester, N.

H.,

and Miss Marian E. Parsons of this
were married Saturday, May 27th,at
the office of Judge Maurice W. Lord, who
The single ring service was
officiated.
used and they were unattended.
The
bride is the elder daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert M Parsons and was graduated from the Belfast high school in the
class of 1917.. f or several years she has
*be office of Swan
been a stenog,
Whitien Co. and will continue for the
summer at least. She is a member of the
staff of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O.
Mr. Martin recently came here from
F.
Boston and is employed as a foreman in
the shoe factory of Leonard Ctevens Co.
The friends of both are extending felicitations.

city
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SHOES

This
Name
is
Full of

Meaning—
IT DESCRIBES LTHE PERFECT
REMEDIAL SHOE FOR WOMEN
Made by Dorothy Dodd Shoe experts
after scientific research over many
years, its'special features have won

nation-wide] endorsement. We’will
gladly demonstrate the advantages
of Pedo-Praxic styles.
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The attacking parties

dor,

And waya that seem sublime;
There are paths that lead o’er vale an< 1

are

Yet since the firat man traveled.
Success was near, somewhere;
And the straight life was the great life—
It’s the shortest distance there.
—Robin A. Walker in Kansas City Star.
“God giveth Hit beloved sleep.
And yet the tears that downward creep,
We cannot stay.

I
!

us the cross is borne.
By them the crowns are worn,
Of living day.”

By

And

light in

Heaven.”

Frtmingham,

of

pay.

A

decision

wes

STRAWS

was

|

after

the spirit ofour

business

Europe,

but if Russia hopes to get help it must
n ot outrage the sentiments—or if repre-

sentatives like to call them so—the preclearly seen that the charges made in judices of the world. There existed, he
1920 were trifling when compared with
said, a most extraordinary prejudice in
the facts as shown by the audits.
western Europe against lending money
To illustrate: A specified Motor Co. to
any person who said that it was a
had several large war contracts with the matter ot
principle with him not to re**•
~r
Government.
is able and willhe
Ei
rope,
added,
but to secure that help Rusnust in her dealings with other nato

I he company afterwards went
into bankruptcy and the receiver sold its
property to Mr. Henry Ford for $8,000,-

This money is now in the hands of
the receiver aDd the Motor Co. will be
unable to get away with the plunder.
C00.

Lord Balfour has told

A* certain

other contractor had two
contracts. One of these provided that
the materials used should be furnished by

Europe that they

the nations of

danger of losing
prestige in America unless they show
more disposition to help themselves.
He
might have added that their prestige would
be greater in the United States if they
would show a genuine and hearty appre-

con-

tractor should furnish his own materials.
The investigation and audit showed that

are

in

are on

States saved England, France, Belgium,
Italy and several smaller nations from
German domination. The Allies would

record, but it is sufficient

to say that up to April 1st, of this year,
overcharges and frauds have been discovered amounting to $45,667,129.39, and

have

troops

tb ere are 84,000 contract accounts vet to
.be audited.
The air service history is an especially
disgraceful one. Between May 1, 1917,
aud Nov. 1, 1918, the Federal appropria-

layed

six

months longer.

They should

not forget that.

Why

$2,tions for air seivice
We have before us a list of
were more

been whipped if the arrival of our
on the battle front bad been de-

than

He Flewsseau!

A lady who purchased her trousseau
Now thinks she was foolish to doesseau,
Foi the man she would wed,
Has bolte 1 instead
That is why the poor maiden boohoosseau.

000,000,000

more than 700 air service contracts in
jnone of which is the contract less than

—Wayside Tales
3100,000. 1 be largest of these contracts
was with the Wright-Martin Aircraft
The thing that divides a hitched team
Corporation and the amount paid on this is the tongue. Brides will please paste
:
contract was $29,613,736. The next larg- this above the kitchen siDk.—Baltimore
eat was with the Ford Motor Co., and Sun._
the amount paid on thia contract was |
$21,782,248. Both of these were cost plus
■

contracts.

The

list

shows

that

morej

.thin $80,000,000 were expended for en■gjw and motors and about $22,000,000
■yfcw finished airplanes.
More than $80.

CHILDREN

Like to Take it for

Coughs, Colds, Croup,

Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Paint in Stomach or

■_I

j

{-GOOD TEETH-)
well-nourished
body and the bone-structure
amply supplied with lime.
mean a

Scott’s Emulsion
nourishes the whole bodv.
It contains elements

that build strong
bone-structure ana
healthy dentition.

Orjrra

S,«*?5oi*N\
bioeoitB
hot

che-r the
Acme

to

u.

yjf

yy
9'

<

no

in.

bad

^ou may
batter today
:

mix

bake
Dane

COOl plact*
tnmnr.

tomorrow.

"Listen,

son:

Some folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don’t know
where the honey is!”

Send at once for a physician, but begin imme-

diately “emergency”

treatment with Vicks. This
does not interfere with any
internal medication the doctor
may

'/

prescribe.

r

More tobacco-less bulk
Why tote a bulky tin when a
plug of “Every Day” con-

Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

are

tains nearly twice as much
tobacco and takes up less

our name.

than half the

pocket space?

Dwight L. Palmer
and Owen Bros.
V

•jNirv.

Your

no

Mr. and Mrs. John Webb were in Bel-

parents.
M. Soule has moved to his cot-

the summer.

t

her return.

Mrs. George Leadbetter was in Portland the past week to attend the Grand
chapter ana visit friends there.
Mrs. G

T. Whitaker has returned from

Boston, where she has been the guest of
her son, William Spinney for two weeks.
C.

C.

Fowler,

Marshall

Lane,

C.

T

Whitehouse, K. P. and S. P. Libby have
from an extended fishing trip.

returned

Memorial

services

were

held

at

the

Sunday, May 28, conducted by
Roy C. Hayes, the High school principal.

—

is

worth
3-ounce
plug

$1.50

tage at the lake, where he intends to pass
Mrs. Percy Crosby was in Skowhegan
May 20-22, calling on friends in Fairfield

matter what

hind

fast May 28, the guests of Mrs. Webb’s

on

i

old iron-

Stella Lord of Rockl nd spent
several days here with friends recently.
Miss

Dr. E.

'•».

r

/
|

if turned in towards the
purchase of a new
Universal ROUND HEEL
Electric Iron.

wise, smoothing

out

every

BRUCE BROS’.

wrinkle

with its rounded heel, highly polished
nickel ironing surface, and finely

tapered tip
Take

and beveled edges.
ironing to the coolest

Works

Monumental

your

in the house—out in the porch ii
you like—connect the plug to the
nearest light socket and in two minutes
room

you

can

begin

to

PhenixFcw, Eelfsst.

iron.

Mr. James Taber has returned to his
home here after spending the winter in

a

ar-

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

The "Jniversal” ROUNDHEEL Ire:
forward, backward and side-

No matter how many irons
you have, you shov'd hove

Arlington, Mass. His daughter will
rive later to spend the su nmer.

^

moves

church

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF

at

Work set in ail

|

the 32 Stores of

Central Maine Power

Telephone

Company

ly purchased the Joseph Kelley place,
have sold to Herbert Clark, who will
later move in and Mr. Ames and family

ENTS.. 7/ELETS

MON L IV

ROUNDHEEL Universal

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Ames, who recent-

ard

MARKERS

parts of the State.

designs and prices.

156-3 for

We guarantee first class work and material.
^i

will occupy the Methodist parsonage for
an indefinite time.
Mr.

was

in

The funeral of Mrs. Elsie

Chase, who

died

here. May 21st at the home of her
daughter, Mr*. Arthur Ward, w’as held
M»y 24th with Rev. W. H. Hovt of
Pittsfield officiating. F. W. Fairbanks of
Pittsfield had charge of the arrangements
The interment was made in Albans.

Government materials had been used ciation of what we have done for them
By invitation of Favori Rebekah Lodge,
in both contracts and that the concern and would cease to hold out their hands
Lagonia Rebekah Lodge of Albion visitIf we had not sent 2,000,000
had de rauded the United States to the for more.
ed the order here, their degree team doing
A contract was men across the Atlantic and loaned the
amount of $700,(Xk.
the initiatory work upon one candidate
made with a large corporation for certain Allies {10,000,000.000, the iron heel of in a
There was a
very able manner.
The audit showed that Germany would now be on their necks
war materials.
large delegation present to witness the
39,600,000 had been paid on this contract and they, stripped of the colonies and work which was much enjoyed by all
_jod, as far as Government ecords show shorn of part of their home dominions, present. A banquet followed
war indemnities to
.ao services were rendered and no mater- would now be paying
The United
the
German
illusother
government.
delivered.
Many
ials were
PROSPECT
trations

baking

Durance

NEUMONIA

In the South Sea islands it costs eight
spearheads to buy a wife. In’this country
bonehead often secures a fine
a single
wife.—Julesburg (Colo. > Grit-Advance.

Byron Cbatto of Akron, Ohio,
town recently at the home of
Mrs. J. L. Stevens, later taking Mrs.
ent tfrom centuries of generations of Chatto and daughter to East Surry where
hard-working people and has struck they will spend the summer, Mrs. Stevdeep into the soil of the world.’’
ens joining them later.
tions accept the code of honor which is
the inheritance coming down to the pres-

ceive.

the Government, the other that the

help,

home

4

Hills.

—

Only thefinest
fiats
fit to
bear

=t\ BAKING//I==r
\\\\\\POWDER//
pKSS
J:/
//

ing
buildings in Montville.
Llbridge B, Ward, Belfast, to rUram u.
Burgess, do; land and buildings in Searsport
Frank W. Sanford, Montville, to Rose
F. Downer, do; land and buildinss in
Montville.
Howard W. Hatch, Belfast, to Everett
S. Hatch, do; land in Belfast.

Mass

George L. Tessey, a w-ell-ttnown Buffalo mechanic, said he had gained twelve
pounds; his wife had gained twenty-six
pounds and his daughter was gaining
Read &
every day, by taking Tanlac.

andtrimming, runs

said

amount of several billion dollars. Thus
far about 16,CIO of these contracts and
accounts have been audi’ed and it is now

Lowell,

his home in

Misses Clarice and Angela Henderson,
who have boarded with Miss Carrie Weymouth the past five years, have gone to
Camden to pass the summer with their
brother.

ample opportnnity had been given for
Germany to present her side of the case.
It was well known that, in order to pay
the indemnity as fixed by the Commission, Germany must borrow the money

during the political to consider the floating of an internacampaign of 1920 abcut the waste, ex- tional loan which would enable Germany
travagance and fraud which was permit- to pay and thus expedite an improveted ana practiced during the war. Doubt- ment of the economic affairs in all Euless many people believed that the facts, rope. Those attending the conference
whatever they were, had been grossly were J. P.
Morgan of New York, Robert
exaggerated. But the charges were so Kindersley of the Bank of England
.positively made that President Wilson Charles Sergant of the Bank of Paris,
appointed Mr. Gregory, at that time toe Mr. Vissering of the Netherlands Bank,
Democratic Attorney General of the Mr. D’Amelio of the Bank of
Italy, Mr.
United States, and Mr. Chas. t Hughes, Sekiba of
Japan and Herr Bergman of
a Republican, to ascertain and report
Germany. The latter represented the
such facts as they could. These appointAll the others
Germany government.
ments deserved and received the hearty
were there representing corporate interapproval of all fair minded people.
The German representative
ests, only.
After a long investigation the appoinsaid that the German government detees reported, in substance, that the
sired to borrow money, but refused to
charges were true, but owing to the exaccept the findings of the Reparation in
igencies of the war it had been impossi- regard to the payment of indemnity. He
ble to properly protect the people by was
flatly informed that Germany must
proper accounting methods. This being
pay or no loan would be granted to the
the case, it appeared that it would be German
government and the conference
useless to attempt to fix the amount of
It is evident that Germany
adjourned.
graft, or to proceed to make recovery of needs stern
discipline and it is not unand
the
to
or
the same,
grafters
punish
that French troops will occupy
likely
other guilty parties until an audit was
some, parts of German territory for the
Mr. Gregory, who was the.AUormade.
purpose of convincing the German rulers
inan
ney General, did not move to make
that the indemnity must be paid in terrivestigation or an audit, and Mr. A.
tory or in cash.
as
him
succeeded
who
Mitchell Palmer,
Attorney General, having an eye out for
During the closing session of the Genoa
the presidency, did not feel like offend- conference and after it had been decided
ing his friends by starting anything to hold another conference at The Hague,
which might land some of them in prison. Lloyd George made a few
remarks, to
Nothing worth while was done until which we hope the Russians listened atabout a year ago when a large force of tentively. He said that at the next disaccountants actively engaged in auditing cussion Russian problems would be held
the war contracts and the accounts con- in a different place, under different connected with each. In all there were ditions and in a different manner. He
about 100,000 war contracts made, to the added: “Russia needs the help of
Much

day, May 25,

at

YZONIS

Hattie E. Allenwood, Belmont, to Wilbur L. Clark, do; land and buildings in
Belmont.
Berta Edgar Rich, Lewiston, to Farm
Production Co.. Auburn; land and

Rogers.

long time credits.
Seven of the most prominent financiers of the world recently met in Paris

FOkGFT.

Mass., where she has been

Mus Grice A. Rogers who has been a
patient in the Augusta hospital since returning from Boston, is passing a few
weeks at the home of her brother, L. L.

on

LEST WF.

•

attending a Normal school.
News has been received of the death
of E. E. McCauslin, formerly of Troy,
which occurred very suddenly, Thurs-

J^mdcn-JSfubbaid

reached

after months of investigation and

dark below is

is

n-

The peace treaty, Article 233, provided
for the creation of a Reparation Commission which was authorized and directed to consider the capacity and reof Germany and to fix the
sources
amount of war indemnity which she
should

Darkness in the pathway of mat’s life
It but the shadow of God’s providence,
By the great Sun of Wisdom cast thereon;
wbat

be

to

the war, and in all that time made no attempt to inveatigate or to audit. They
seem to have forgotten that all the war
profiteering was carried no right under
the noses of Newton D. Baker, Josephus
Daniels and a few other men whom we
might mention, all of whom were Democrats.
“People who live in giass houses
should not throw stones.’’

knew time.

We yearn ofttimea for new roada,
For a short cut o’er the way.
And sometime* weep when patha
ateep—
Our path of life today.

seem

the fact that the Democr ic
or
administration remiined in power
close of
more than two years after the
aware

roads that pass through splen

man

to Trance.

of
this clamor is raised for the purpose

THE STRAIGHT ROAD.

mead.
Old roada aince

were sent

discrediting Mr. Daughtney, the present
s.
Attorney General of the United Sta
fiThey say he is in league with the pr
m.
,eers and will not proceed against th

QUOTATIONS

are

ese

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Penney,

to

were

Several Democratic senators, notably
\\ atMr. Caraway of Arkansas and Mr.
for
clamoring
been
have
of
son
Georgia
the indictment of the men who defrauded the government during the war. All

one

There

estate
The following transfers in real
Waldo County Regthe
in
recorded
I
•on.
Mayatry of Deeds for the ween ending
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Baker motored to
1922:
29,
Belfast, May 26th.
E
Sarah S. Clark, Prospect, to Horace
George Estes has sold his household
in
land
Prospect.
co;
Clark,
E.
goods and gone to Pittslield.
Ai Young, Lincolnville, to \ ictor
in
children
and
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Nutt
Reed, Kenduskeag; land and buildings
of W akefield, Mass., are visiting relatives Lincolnville.
to Maude
in town.
August Wheaton, Searsport
and buildings in
Walter Small has purchased the 1 M. L Hammons, do; land
Knowles place at Troy Corner and will Searsport.
J. A. Brewster. Camden, to Edmund
open a store there.
and Ered Brewster, Belmont; land and
Word has been received of the death buildings in Norlhport
of Cora Ward Berry, w ife of Ami Berry,
F. O. Young, Lincolnvllc, to George
land in Nortliport.
at their home in Benton. They were for- W. Gove, Searsmont;
Old
Town, to Mary
P.
Bickmore,
Abial
of
town.
this
merly
in
E. Cowan, Bangor; land and buildings
Mis* Edith Mitchell is home from Northport.
Born

bating plane, of American make, to the
American enterpriae and intie front.
genuity produced 213 observation planes

Journal Pub. Co

Transfers in Keal Estate

TROY.

000,000 were expended for lend, buildings, etc., for 26 flying and testing fields.
After all this expense the facts show
that we did not send even one pursuit
plane, or one combat plane, or one bomb-

F. L. Ward
and Mr. and

was

a

Start the Season With a Fresh
Battery in Your Car.
STORAGE BA'lTERIES RECHARGED & REPAIRED
-ALL WORK

LEWIS A. GANNON & CO.
B. O. Norton’s

Garage, Belfast, Maine

RED

recent guest of Mr.
A. Wood in East

Mrs. C.

sympathy

GUARANTEED-

Vesta Storage Batteries to Fit all Cars.
Radio Batteries, $10.00

Orrington.
The

of a host of friends is

GRANITE

extended to Mrs Faustina Harriman,
and to Harvard Harriman in their double
bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Treat of Stockton
Springs, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

James Griffin and Miss Griffin were calling on relatives May 21st.

F. F. Crockett of Brewer and sister,
Mrs. H. F. Hichborn of Brooklyn, N. Y
called on friends here lately.
Mias H. K. Marden, Mrs. Carrie Hamlin and Mrs. Flora H. Ward were in Bangor May 9th, to attend the Penobscot
C ounty Teachers’ convention. An unusually interesting program waa carried
out.
Mrs. Jennie Dockham, who was Grand
Chief of the Pythian Sisters, waa in Bangor the week of the 17th to attend the
Grand Temple held there. Mrs. Flora H.
Ward a t*ended as representative of Pros-

pect Temple, No. 78. Mrs. Emma Bachelder of Elite Temple, No 69 was a guest
Saving daylight would be so much
easier if one did not have to get up an
hour earlier to do it—Chicago Daily
News.

Write for your FREE copy today. I
It contains 180 pages, profusely I

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Cloud, Minn., Red, Wis-

SEEDS
FARM AND
GARDEN
IMPLEMENTS

IMPORTED

Beers Red,

Magda Red,

CALL AND SEE THEM.

A. S.

HEAL, Belfast, Maine,

unquestioned!
I

Backed by 60 odd years’ experience!
and square dealing, this fact *1

assured.

Prices

1

eminently fair.
name of your neighborhood

are

Ask the
dealer selling K&W
tainable, write

Fertilizers
Etc., Etc.

If unob-

goods.

KENDALL & WHITNEY. Portland, Me.. Eii. 1858.

The Boston Globe
all enjoy the Boston Daily
Globe.
Sunday
M ake the Globe your Boston
newspaper.
Owing to the great demand, to be sure of
y our copy of the Boston Daily and Sunday Globe,
order the paper regularly from your newsdealer
Your

family will

and

or

newsboy.
rjMassrffis"

f

Head Colds

Anoint the inside and outside of the nostrils with

\\

Ttlenffiofiiifim

Promptly

restorer

1922 Auto License and

Balmoral Red

I

of

are

quality.

Dairy Supplies
Haying Tools
Poultry Needs

consin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,
A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

illustrated.
Goods offered

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

must be sworn to.

Justice of the Peace

Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine

tf4*

.

SINCE 1882
At 72

MAURICE VV. LuRD
Notary Public.

free breathing

Main'Street. BtUa1-

Charles R. Coofflhs
Undertaker
i

distance of HO mHos by radio slgnnls.
1!HI1
Radio communication started
with I i v * Islands In the Hawaiian

WHEN

—

JENNY

CHAS S.

LIND CAME*

AT

MILLS COMING HOME.

WATEKVILLE JUNE 24-

Nine Commanderies of Knights TemTne Bennington, Vt., Evening Banner
plar will participate in St. John Day exOne of the most dramatic and most
The tlrst llrltlsh ship Is lltted
group.
of May 25th gays of a former Belfast boy
ercises in that city June 24th, and it is
with ttie wireless telegraph.
pleasing incidents that ever occurred in and a frequent summer visitor at The
expected that the occasion will be a
received
the city of Washington was the night— I
Rhi’J—Radiograph signals
Battery: Charles S. Mills, the son of memorable one in the history of the Oraboard vessels at sea at 1,500 statute back in the forties—when the golden- Rev. and Mrs.
George S. Mills who has der of Maine. Each of the commander
j
tidies.
Signals received front a dis- voiced Jenny Lind gave her first concert. | been teaching and doing administrative ies will be accompanied by a band. Those
tance of 0,1x10 miles.
participating nesides the local organiza- I
Never before had so large and distin- work in Robert College, Constantinople, tion
will be Portland Commandery of 1
since his graduation from Dartmouth in
I!"':: King Edward receives a raan
assembled
at
the
naaudience
guished
the class of ’19, is coming home the com- Portland; Maine Commandery of Gardidio message from President Roosevelt.
hear a singer
The ing summer, the last of August or early ner; St John Commandery of Bangor;
High-power stations were ordered by tional capital to
building in which the “Swedish Nightin- in September. Mr. Mills was appointed Trinity Commandery of Augusta; ClareFirst transthe Italian government.
gale” made her appearance was located registrar of the college at the beginning mont Commandery of Rockland; DeMoatlantic radio message sent. Tele- on the
present site of the National Thea- of this year and made secretary of the j lay Commandery of Skowhegan; Palesgraphic news service for ships at sea tre on Pennsylvania Avenue. Present at faculty. He has been successful in his tine Commandery of Belfast; Camden
is started. Marconi knighted in Rusthis concert were the President of the i position, and it has been offered him per- Commandery of Camden and DeValois
Between
I nited States, and his wife, members of I manently, but he has decided he wishes Commandery of Vinalhaven.
sia.
He is 1000 and 1500 men are expected
RXH—The first press message was the Cabinet, foreign Ambassadors, Sena- to do his work in this country.
tors, Congressmen, and society in gen- planning to spend the summer in travel,
sent across the sea.
going across Europe via the Balkans. His
NOT A GOOD CATCHER
ltXto—Patent suR started in New eral.
Seated in the front row were two men itinerary will take him from ConstanYork between the Marconi and I'Jp Forwho have won a permanent place in tinople by boat to Varna, which is in BulA station master was suddenly alarmed
est company.
One was John How
American history.
garia, on the Black sea, and from there to by hearing a terrific crash on the plathorizontal
directional
for
Patent
From Bel
ard Payne, author of “Home, Sweet Sofia and then to Belgrade.
form.
This was a great
aerial Is taken out.
Rushing out of his office, he was just
Home,” and the other was the great grade he takes a Danube steamer to BuDaniel Webster.
dapest, and train from there to Vienna in time to see a train disappear round the
step forward In long-distance work.
an cutuic nun
Thence to Munich and Ober ammergeu curve, while among a number of overv* uni
uai.iv
iui
taiicu
conference
is
1!mh*—International
her lirst song, Miss Lind smilingly walked for the Passion Play. The trip will be turned milk cans at the extreme end of
held in Berlin, at which most of the
to the edge ot the stage and, looking dileisurely with some days in each place. the platform there sprawled a hatless and
countries of the world are represented.
He expects to spend a little time in Ger- disheveled young man.
at Payne, sang his great composirectly
1007—The use of steel disks for
‘■What's the matter? Was he trying
tion, "Home, Sweet Home.” The de- many, especially in the Rhine region, and
producing notes were successfully monstration made by the delighted au- plans also to go to Holland Bnd Belgium. to catch the train?” asked the bewildered
tested.
an
unusual
had
Mr.
Mills
has
opportunity
minutes.
station master of a small boy who was
dience lasted for many
Payne
for seeing countries and places in the standing near by, gaping in wonderment.
Radio stations In Ireland and Nova ; was visibly embarrassed as a result of at
“He did catch it," explained the boy,
Scotia were opened for limited public trading so much attention. His friend, three years abroad, having given all his
Daniel Webster, however, was right in summer vacations to travel. The lirst ‘‘but it got away again.”—Kansas City
service.
At exactly the right mo- summer he spent mainly in Egypt, Pales- Star.
his element.
IPOS—Radio stations opened for unLast year he visited j
ment he arose and made a profound bow tine, and Greece.
limited public service between Great
to the sweet singer and then bowed to the Italian cities, and was some time in ,
Britain and Canada.
Pavne. This graceful acknowledgement Switzerland, and also for several weeks
lpop—Steamship in collision with an- i on the part of the popular Daniel natural- in Paris and London, getting as far north
sueFlorida
I ly resulted in a renewal of the applause.
other otT tlie coast of
as the lake country of England and Scot
NEW BOOK, 300 pages, on ^aro
feeds in calling assistance by radio.
Jenny Lind was born in Sweden in 1821 land and Edinburg. One novel experience
and treatment of Dumb Animals—
receives
1910—Marconi
messages —one hundred and one years ago—and was (lying by airplane from London to
Horses, Cattle, Sheep. E’oga and
ttie
(1,700 miles while on board ship going ! died in London in 1887. At seventeen she Paris. At Oberammergau through
with Humphreys' Veterinary
Poultry,
he
Frau
to
a
friend
introduction
of
Lang
appeared on the operatic stage of her
to South America.
Medicines, mailed free.
in
entertainment
to
secure
has
been
able
She was brought to this
home city.
Spanish radio company formed.
A.A. For Fevers. Congestion and Inflammation
under the management of the the home of Anton Lang, who is playing
11*11—Canadian government leased I country
B B For Diseases of the Tendo;;? or Ligament*
She gave the part of the Christus in the Passion
late showman, P. T. Barnum.
radio stations for 20 years.
C.C for Diseases of the Guilds
95 concerts throughout this country to Play lor the last time.
1912— Radio distress signals from
D O For Worm Diseases
The box office reimmense audiences.
E.E. For Diseases of the Air p-ssages
the Titanic bring assistance and save ceipts were $712,000, her share being
PROSPECT
F. F. For Colic, Spasmodic ui Wind uui.e
$176,000.
lives of 700 passengers.
G. G Prevents Miscarriage
In 1801 she was married in Boston to
1913— Tests were made between the
H.H. For Disorders cf the Kidneys and Blander
Otto Goldschmidt, a pianist and comMrs. Fred Goodwin of Hallowell visited
Eiffel tower in France and the staI I. For Cutaneous Disease or Eruption
thereafter she went to
her brother, G. A. Avery, last week.
tion at Washington.
During the trip poser. Shortly
J.K. For Diseases uf Digestion
Europe, where she appeared only ocInto Central Asia an explorer received
Harold and Buford Grant of Sandy60c. each, at Drug Stores or ma{’ I.
casionally in concerts and oratorio'. DurIds longitude and time signals from a
ing the latter years of her life she lived point visited relatives here last Sunday.
IIi'Mphkeys’ Homeopathic !.ll>iciNt Co,.
distant radio station
156 William Street. Ne;v York.
practically in retirement.
Mr. and Mrs. Evander Harriman and
1914— Marconi and radio officials
on busiBelfast
in
W.
D.
Harriman
were
bestart test of wireless telephone
Spring Lake Camps and land in FlagHUMPHREYS’
The staff, 19 mlies from Dead River station, ness May 24th.
tween vessels of the Italian tteet.
have been purchased by J. P. Morgan of
test was continued between vessels on
W. D. Sma.t of Searsport and his two
emthe high seas and voices were heard New York, and will be used by
summer
granddaughters, Elsie and Alice Gross,
“The Pile Ointment**
ployees of Mr. Morgan for their
with clarity at a distance of 44 miles.
A crew of visited the Misses Hannah and Ellen
vacation in groups of 45.
communicaOne day radio telephone
Sample Mailed Free
renovations.
there
making
men is already
Heagan last Sunday.
tion was kept tip constantly for 12
II‘>M FOP AT IIIC M EDIOIWB CO*
Ul'MPHUEYs’
be
a
will
the
big improvements
Among
156 William Street, New York,
hours.
Great Britain declared war
The many friends of Capt. A. A. Ginn
from Dead River Station

Sunshine and Rain

j

progress of radio
THROUGH THE YEARS
•

Wireless Research Began Long
Ago, But Development Has

Lately.

Been Swift
research

started
many
far back even as l'C7.
is not a reEven the radio telephone
rattier It is that Introcent perfection:
to the layman of the human

Wireless

vwrs

ago,

as

duction

lias suddenly popularvoice an i music
•
that wireless men had
|y,l n.i tiling:
Here
thought a pastime or amusement.
record of wireIg the chronological
lees:
—it was found that the magfrom a ieyden Jar
uetlc discharge
magnetise a steel needle.

would
Induction
Electro-magnetic
ttdjj
between two entirely
was discovered
Michael Faraday.
eeporute circuits by
—

jgjT—Tooke

Jginuon,

of

Wheatstone

and

1. lignum,

null

.muse

I'l

me

Cnltefl States take out llrst patent fur
electric telegraph.
1838-K. A. Stelnhell of Munich

that a system of wireless
tekyraphy could he established after
bit discovery of the use of the earth

toBWtxl

return.

1840—Joseph llenrv (U. S. A.) produced the first high-frequency eleetrio oscillations, and stated that the
condenser discharge Is oscillatory.
Wireless experiments were
184i
made by S. F. 1!. Morse by electric
conduction through water across
Washington canal and across wide
—

rivers.

1813—A wireless system for transatlantic communication was suggested.
1845—Water was used ns a conducting medium In wireless experiments
across

a

wide river.

1840— Intelligible signals were actually sent across a river 4.51X1 feet
wide In India, hut the cost wns found

prohibitive for commercial use.
1807—The electric waves that are
wireless telegraphy
now utilized In
and telephony were predicted In an

Someone has said that the

fragrant

wine-colored liquor of our SA-CO
Orange Pekoe tea is like sunshine and

|

rain in

a

And

it is!

cup.

That elusive tang of flavor
from tea grown in the clear,
crystal air—the sunshine and showers of
Ceylon hillsides. SA-CO is true Ceylon
Orange Pekoe. Our Formosa-Ceylon blend
combines this fragrance with the richness
of Formosa tea.
so

only

comes

I

tea

Your

own

grocer

can

supply

you with SA-CO Tea and our
mellow blendof SA-CO Coffee,
fresh-roasted and sealed in tins
to keep its definite delicious

flamor.
Save SA-CO Tea Cash Coupons.
Blended and packed by

T. R. SAVAGE

Dumb ArJmals

COMPANY
Importers

|

—

Wholesale Grocers

In Broad Street

BANGOR
Established 1878

1

11

FERRY

For those who dance

and those who donft

Witch Hazei Ointment (Comp.)

$5000 highway
the

convey

difference when it comes to
drinking Clicquot Club Ginger Ale! They
all like it.
Who shall describe the
taste of it? The only true
description of Clicquot Club
is—a drink of Clicquot Club.
What

ing.

Imported

Tanlac relieves rheumatism by removRead & Hills.
cause.

ing the

----|

Linens

MRS. ALEXANDER BRADLEY’S
FIVE=YEAR-OLD daughter

We have a very fine line of embroidere 1 linens made in China,
including lunch sets, cloths,

DANGEROUSLY ILL.
a

—

will regret to hear of his death which
occurred at his home last Friday morn-

Special trains will
camps.
the guests to Dead River and the
lourney to the camps from that point will
over this
ae made
splendid highway.
John Carville, who has been running
:he camps for some time, will remain in
charge.
lo

Some like a fox-trot. To others a wait*
is still the best. Even the one-step has its
and some don’t like to dance
followers
at all.

Danbury,
I have at
years trying different remedies
last found a good medicine—Dr. True’s

great deal of sickness comes from
I was giv- irregular bowels, a vital part of the body'
•‘I was nearly discouraged.
ing the oldest girl something nearly every At the first sign of constipation give Dr'
night, but now I keep a bottle of Dr. j True’s Elixir—for it is the right kindTrue’s Elixir handy, and only give it occa- ; pleasant to take, with no griping or disI have tried so many things tressing after-affects.
sionally.
j
Elizabeth A. Bergner, Radio Instructor in Lane Technical High School, Chicago, I
but now as soon as I see signs of worms |
A well-known New Yorker writes:
and Her Class.
relief.
for
Elixir
Dr.
quick
True’s
1 give
“While visiting in historic old Plymouth
“My son, 14 years of age, was always (Mass.), my family became acquainted
addr. ss before the Royal Society in upon Germany August 4 and all prl- |
troubled with worms when small and ‘Dr. with your Dr. Ttue's Elixir, the True Famivnte
and
radio
telephony
telegrapliy
London, England.
I
It does
True’s’ was unknown to me then.
ly Laxative and Worm Lxpeller.
1880—The sending of an electric cur- suspended.
as I have
now,
hand
it
on
have
1915—Radio communication between always
all you claim for it in aiding indigestion
rent through earth was systematicalchild. They even ask for
and relieving insomina and constipation.
ly studied by John Trowbridge of America and Japan is completed. The another small
Harvard. It was found that signal- stations were located at San Francisco more. Now please print this letter so Please ship me six large size bottles, for
ing might be cnrried on over large and Tokyo with a relay station at Hon- other anxious mothers may know the mother is in need of it.”—Wm. I. Ralph.
finances between places nut connected olulu.
good results which follow Dr. True’s
The American Telephone and Telehj wires.
Nearly every grown-up as well as every
Elixir for children suffering with worms
188»—It was found that telephonic graph company succeeded in radio telKeep the bowels
and constipation, as I cannot recommend child needs a laxative.
feech could be conveyed by induction ephoning from Arlington station at it too
Elixir. 40c
Dr.
True’s
using
by
regular
highly.”
This Washington to Hawaii, a distance of
trer a space of quarter mile.
20.
to watch:
Constipation,
60c—$1
Symptoms
miles.
nearly 5,000
apartment took place in England.
de.
sugwere
Secretary Daniels of the United offensive breath, swollen upper lip,
waves
1869—Electric
transmitted
suitable
States
telephonic
navy
as
being
particularly
gested
tor the sending of signals through messages from Washington to the
Brooklyn navy yards.
togs.

ingredients—sugar and
juices—are just as pure

other

blue and also all white and a
handsome line of \brown linens.
Ideal for wedding presents.
Also a few fine pieces of silk,
silk bags, handmade laces, jewelry, baby shoes and place cards.
Call and see them at the Journal office.

ese

A

Elixir.

Clicquot is made with pure
Only real
spring water.
The
used.
is
Jamaica ginger

scarfs, centerpieces, napkins.sofa
pillows and m its. Many Oriental p uterus embroidered in Chin-

ranged stomach, occasional pains, pal,
face of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, short dry cough, grinding of the teeth, red points on the tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.

Here is a little bit of true life put into
Alexander Bradley of
Mrs
letter.
Conn., says: “;After 14 long

a

fruit

as can

be found.

the case for the
Should you desire
variety, in addition to Ginger Ale, we make Sarsaparilla, Birch Beer, and Root

Buy it by

home.

AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Beer.
THE CLICQUOT CLUB'COMPANY
MiUia, Mass., U. S. A.

|

1893—An Instrument for the detection of electro magnetic waves was
discovered which was given the name
of a “coherer."
1694—A scientist of Berlin signaled
through three miles of water.
1895—High frequency waves excite

nrloslty

of Senatore Marconi.

18ftft—First patent
for
practical
•lreless transmitting system Is taken
OBt In London by Marconi. Afterward,
successful signaling was carried out
®ver distances as
great as one and
one-quarter miles. Sir William Preece
of the British postofflee system interested his cohorts In Marconi's wlrel«*s experiments.
1897— Marconi establishes communltitlon between points four miles distant. Bulloons were used to suspend
inteniiae.

Marconi demonstrates his wireless
•ystem before the king of Italy, communicating with two Italiun warships
nine miles distant.
The first Marconi station is erected
on the Isle of
Wight and experiments

York
inter-

national yacht races. The British war
ofliue introduces Marconi apparatus
Into the South African battlefields.

19iki—German vessel

communicates

a

^iubnt vitality
A GREAT MISFORTUNE.

^at
Lh^erS°nS
»t they feel
full of

can

“rely

or

never

tad stomach

permanent.

tuing.olthertoma

^

^

|

Junction.
I
^ je who
■, c
tihe ingest

should not fail to take it. It builds up
hie wholj system, changes existence into
life, and makes life more abounding. It
is simple justice to say these words in its

Make the Globe your Boston newspaper.
Read the Boston Daily Globe.
Read the Boston Sunday

|

Globe._

Lumber

Belfast and Camden

Leave Bangor daily except Sundays at 2 p
(Standard Time), Winterporc. 2 45 p. m,.
Bucksport. 3 30 p. m., Belfast, 6.00 p. m., for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston daily except Sundays |
Leave
m. (Daylight Saving Time).
1
Rockland daily except Mondays at 5.00 a. m„
a. m. Belfast |
5
45
Camden
(Standard Time).
7.15 a. m, for Bucksport. Winterport and

at 6 p

is Hood Shoe

SUMMERTIME
time! Off with stiff leathers;

on

withcool,comfortable canvas! Leisure
hours and Hood Shoes

are

natural

life, the Klaykort is fast and
durable; built to give you foot comfort and free3om in an extra set of

uous

other outdoor game
tennis
a specially built shoe.
or

requir-

ing

companions.
If it be on the porch with a favorite
book, on the lawn with needlework,
or a stroll on the sands, Milady will
this summer want to wear the Lenox

The children, too, must have their
Fenway Sandals. To get the proper
their
amount of outdoor exercise,
extreme
the
need
young feet

Sport Oxford.

pliability of this most popular shoe,
especially built for children.

For those who love the

more stren-

growing

—nr^YVHu

are

Hood Rubber Products C6. Inc.

Corner Primrose and
Waldo Avenue.
Tel. 205

_tflO

NOTICE

made via the Metropolitan Line express freight and passenger,
steamers for New York and points South and
is

West.

Portland-New York Freight Service
Upon completion of the new State pier at |
Portland now under construction,direct freight
service to and from interior pou ts to New Y ork
Local I
Effective June 1st.
will be resumed.
services between New York and Borland, Me.,
will be resumed on differential rates.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Trucking
1 am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving s
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast

rvN and after

^

pared

—

occasions.

FENWAY
cross

strap
sandal

May I,

preto do all kinds of contract

DUROST &

GODDARD,

CONTRACTORS,
39

Bridge St.,

or

21

Belfast.

Spring St.,
tfl8

TWO REGISTERED

HOLSTEIN COWS
FOR SALE

Expert
and

Piano

Tuning

Repairing

LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

Range

41tf

S boats for Sale
Live

Lothrop

j

DENTIST
j Colonial rJ heatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

FINE HOME FOK SALE

we are

work, such as moving bui'dings.
cement sidewalks, cellar and general
repair work and painting included.

Watertown, Mass.

Ask any dealer or write for the
free Hood Canvas Footwear Buying Guides the solution to the
problem of appropriate and economical footwear for all summer

Kitchen

Belfast, Maine

Dr A, M.

MILTON B. HILL,

Bangor.

correction

Hand

Second

Now is the time to put in
the Box 185,
four order for lumber for
and
repairing.
spring building

m.

At Boston

WANTED
State price first leiter.

LINE

BANGOR

the

the opening of ntim, i»>us broadcasting
stations.

|VI

=^1§E=J

tralia.

Sevolder brother, telegraphy.
eral broadcasting stations were opened.
1921—This year was another radio
It was marked by
telephonic year.

Dorothy Dix’s writings appear in New England only in the Boston Daily Globe.
An Uncle Dudley Editorial appears in the
Globe every day in the year.

|

Pe-ro-nA
IN SERVICE ElFTf VF*RS

Steamships

ALfl^_

The Boston Globe

h.^^hj pouons |

Jaroousmed.cm
catarrhal conditions.

power station at Bordeaux.
In September of this year radio signals sent from a point 12,000 miles
away were received in Sydney, Aus-

to' its

V

(he blood.

.id in casting out
a„d strengthen ev
q The Urge number

1918— Wireless telephony progressed
used to a great extent
in the equipment of airplanes.
Several new long range stations
were erected in the United Stales, it
being claimed for one built at Annapolis, Mil., that it was capable of communication at 4,(XI0 miles. The United
States government also opened a high-

GI N G £ R

%

c

"«

q The right remedy

rapidly, being

1919— With

|

X^C***'?*'*
th^
t
Ujn*

United States army.

say
favor.
really among
Hood’s Pills very effectively supple
not
live, ment it in cases where a cathartic or laxb^0,t.unfortu,>ate. They do
for
to
more
ative
is needed.
live
exiat;
implies
thin *r
To live is to be well and
itrnn.
ari»e feeling equal to the ordiThe Portland Press says: It would take
mrv 5
dutles of the day, and to retire not you two full working days, with 7 1-2
by them—to feel life bounding hours additional to cgunt the number of
D »K.°me
“the veins.
toothpicks made in one section at the
Isn’t that
^“t has made thousands of Foster factory in Strong.
Deonue<*lc‘ne
his in n,enan<l women, well and strong, enough to set you thinking what becomes
the r:C?mt>*',hed a great work, bestowing of all the toothpicks? If it isn’t, rememblessings. Such a medicine ber that there are four other large
ii H
a Sarsaparilla.
The weak, run- plants in Maine which are making the
deWn°°“
“» or
debilitated, from] any cause t ante article.

life,

sissiri ~
.,

1910—Bresident Wilson and the mikado of Japan exchange messages
over the new transpacific radio service, which is formally opened.
1917— Senatore Marconi visits the
United States and aids grently in recruiting for radio operators for the

exception of the
three transatlantic flights—that of the
U. S. XC-4, and ttie British (lights of
and Brown and the dirigible
Alcock
1
R-34, in which radio communication
conducted over a distance of 14 miles. played an important part in keeping
Near the end of the year the first ! the ships of the air on their courses—
floating wireless station was success- no very great progress was made in
radio telegraphy, although radio telefully operyged.
1898—The first paid niarconigram phony was being pushed along quietly.
was sent
Restrictions upon amateur receiving
front the Isle of Wight
and sending were lifted by the Ameri•tation.
1899— Reports made on lighthouse can government.
1920—This was the year of the radio
Occident by radio.
First French gunboat is fitted with radio apparatus. In telephone, more attention probably be•
lentut communication between two ing paid to this branch of radio titan

balloons is established. New
Herald receives radio report of

aches.

Poultry Wanted
R. J. MAYO

Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, i 4 acre of land. Situated on>
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
welling.
tfl>
Hayford Block, Belfast, ue.

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowel*.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Boa
1103, City Hall Station, Jfew York. See
•ignature

on

each box.

Canary Birds
FOR SALE
AT COLONIAL HOUSE.
2w22*MISS BRAGG.

FOR SALE
cert, biby carriag*, nuraarp
chair and aleigh, all for twelve dollar*.
All need aome repairing. I squire at
JOURNAL OFFICE.
2w22
A child’a go

tf it is in abnormal condition the
blood
longer von delav taking a good
medicine like ’Hood's Sarsaparilla,
more
the longer it will take and the
difficult it will be for you to get
back to “normalcy.”
Not onlv boils, pimples, eruptions,
allbnt headaches, nervous spells,

_

the grammar schools

Schoo
Wight Robbin

Abnaki Legend, “Birth of Maine,”
Laura Beedy
Earliest Explorations and Settlements,
Eunice Ames
French Claims and Champlain,
Abbie Greer
Union with Massachusetts and
Hazel Baker
Name Given,
French at Castine; Story of
Helen Bowen
Baron Castine,
Viola Richards
Forts at Pemaquid,
Agnes Pendleton
Poem, “Maine,”
Maine’s Record in Wars:
Audrey Chalmers
Indians,
French and Indian War, Paul Nickerson
Ruth Wight
Story of Father Rasle.
Elmer Orchard
Revolutionary,
Helen Morris
War of 1812,
Bloodless War of Aroostook,
Melissa Dyer
Laura Robinson
Civil War,
Poem, “.The Returned Battle Flags,”
Emily Racklifle
Spanish* American War, Edwin Clifford
Olive Michaels
World War,
Poem, “The Voice of Maine,”
Flora Burgess
Music, “The Clang of the Forge,” School
Part II.

A wedding of unusual interest to many
! people in Belfast and vicinity took place
in Bangor June 1st at 8 p. m. at the First
S Universalist church when Dorothy, daughI ter of Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith,
Deane of
i became the bride of L. Forrest
of
Bangor, formerly of Milo and the son
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Deane. A number of
the life-long Belfast friends of the bride
attended. Her father officiated with the
impressive double ring service. The bride
in a
was unusually sweet and charming
becoming gown of wrhite Canton crepe
was
veil
causbt
with chiffon train. Her
with lilies of the valley and she carried a
Her
little
roses.
bride
of
shower bouquet
sister Ruth was dainty and fairy-like in a
fluffy dress of white organdie trimmed
with white roses and carried the rings in
with lilies of
a small basket ornamented
Miss Grace Coombs was maid
the

valley.

of honor wearing pale green organdie.
Misses Helen Crowell, Katherine Dennison and Morita Pickard, gowned respectively in pink, orchid and yellow organof pink
die, were bridesmaids. Bouquets
ladies.
roses were carried by the young
The bride’s mother wore black lace over
mother
jade green satin and the groom’s
The groom was attended by
black satin.
Bruce M. Smith, the eldest brother of the
bride. The ushers were Richard Gustin,
Carl Meinecke, Kobert Haskell, Irving
Kelley, Dr Fred E. Maxwell, J. T. Taylor
and C. Parker Crowell. The church was
beautifully decorated by the ladies of the
parish with an abundance of red tulips,
white iris, lilies of the valley, palms and
ferns. There were over 600 guests presof
ent including the immediate families
The wedding
the contracting parties.
march from Lohengrin and the recesJnlornKn

__
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ed by Miss Marguerite Laughlin, and the

solo, Oh, Promise Me, by DeKoven,

was

j

|

was

ab-

Music Festival had « pleasing
is a member of the Floral and Aid Society, is president of the State Young
the orPeople's Christian Union, and is chimes.
of the Universalist church

Par}* ^be

ganist
She graduated from

NORTH BELFAST

9.45

The following program was one of the
%eet of the many fine ones given by this
school on their attractive grounds and 11.00
was attended by a large number of people:
Grade I B 11.45
Greeting Song.
Grade I B
Ftag Salute.
Grade I A 12. SO
nag Salute!
Grade IA and I B
1.30
Grade I B
Motion Veras,
Grade II 1.45
Flag Day Exercise.
GradeII 2.30
(a)Song, "OurCountry,”
Grade II
<b> Memory Gem,
Grade II
.(e) Pledge,
3.15
• id) Song, "Three Little Sisters,”
Grade II
3.46
Grade II
<Sd Flog Salute,

Kev. Thomas H. Martin of Brooks
Roll Call,
Report of
Business,
Scribe, Appointment of Commute a, Reports of i hurches, Elec-

Old Business,
tion of Officers,
New Business.
Diacusaion of State Work,
Rev. Willard H. Palmer
Sermon,
,,
Rev. W. F. Skerrye of Belfast
Dincer.
Devotional Service,
Rev. H. E. LeMay of Searsport
Further Buaineas.
Address,
Rev. A. V. Bliss, Sec’y. American
Missionary Association.
Communion Service,
Mr. Martin and Mr. LeMay

Adjournment.

Friday Only
Thursday
A PINT BRICK

All Flags In

our

stora at HALF PRICE
FRED D. JONE8.

Saturday

27 INCH GINGHAMS. Our entire assortment
inch Ginghams for Saturday at only 19c.

o‘

27

36 INCH GINGHAM TISSUES. Our large line of
both Domestic and Imported Gingham Tissues
for Saturday at 20% disconnt.

Of

25c VALUE PERCALES.
fine count Percales 19c.

Jersey TripLSeal
ICE CREAM

Saturday’s price

on our

Beach Cloth in Pink. Rose. Blue,
Lavender. Tan. etc., 30c and 42c values at 20%
off.

BEACH CLOTH.

Remember that every trimmed or untrim ned hat, all frames, flowers, millinery ribbons, feathers, etc., are to be sold at 20% discount

MILLINERY.

with the coupon below and

20 cts.

Ordinance Changing
the Fire Limits

If you know the delicious quality of Jersey Ice
Cream you will be quick to take advantage of this
money-saving offer.

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and
Common Council of the City of Belfast, in
City Council assembled, in the manner as
stated in the following, that is to say:
Chapter 9, Sec 1 is hereby amended by
striking out the following: “excepting that
the

northerly

side of

Spring

We wish to invite your attention to our large
assortment of GOOD SHEPHERD YARNS just
in. We have all the new shades in Iceland Wool,
Silver Floss and Shetland Floss, which are the
most wanted yarns at all the resorts this season.
Sweaters and Scarfs are as popular as ever.

Tear Out the

street from

Church street to High stree shall not be
included within said territory,” and shall
then read:
Chapter 9. Section 1. No building, the
the walls of which shall be wholly or in
part of wood, shall hereafter be erected in
this city, except by permission of the City
Council, within the territory bounded
westerly by Church street, southerly by
Spring street, easterly by Cross and Pleasant streets, and northerlysby Market street,
nor upon
the westerly side of Church
street from Market street to Main street.
Provided, however, that on lots now occupied by wooden buildings may be replaced
with wood, except in cases where such
buiidings are destroyed by fire.
The above is a true copy of an ordinance
passed by the City Council of the City of Belfast^! the regnlar monthly meeting on -Tune 5,
1922, and approved by the Mayor in writing on
the back thereof.
Attest; CH AS. S. BICKFORD, City Cierk.

TERM' CASH

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY

COUPON

THIS
presented

Coupon Now!

June 8-9 with 20 cts.
Pint Tripl-Seal package of the

at our store

entitles bearer to a
famous Jersey Ice Cream properly
in perfect condition one hour.

DRUG

CITY

READ &

packed

to

Masonic

Washing Soluti n
and a Great Dirt Remover)
Cote’s Magic
by housewives
)
increasing
endorsement
Maine.

A Real

STORE

Water is

used and endorsed
demand and many letters of
constantly received are the best evidence of its merit as
dirt solvent.

HILLS, Proprietors, Belfast

GREAT

THE

DIRT

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

IF IT IS

QUALITY

YOU DETSIRE IN ICE CREAM TRY

I

Watch for the team.

phone

JOSEPH A. PENDLETON.

To the Voters in the Class Towns of Winterport, Frankfort,
Stockton Springs, Searsport and Islesboro

is

Prospect’s.
Give Islesboro

a

fair show.

REPRESENTATIVE,

No collection

no

Collections

pay.

C. L. FISH,

Manager,

35 Miller Street,
Tel. 370.

Belfast, Main*

Write, call

Georgia

County

A.

Davis

400 MAIN STREET

Buffalo, N. Y.

We have a number of attractive homes
•nd cottages in Belfast and vicinity
which are for summer rental.

For Sale

phone.

THE PIONEER CHIROPRACTOR

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

WANTED

or

-Results Count*

JUNE 19th.

It will be impossible for me to meet all the voters and friends
throughout the county, so I will to a great extent depend on the press
to take the message to them.
Many will recall that in 1910 I was the nominee for this office but
take
care
of
to
GIRL
was
defeated at the election with every other nominee on the ticket
SCHOOL
HIGH
A
children three afternoons in a week and in that memorable Democratic landslide.
eveninga when required.
Again in 1914 I was the nominee and again defeated in a very
, MRS. FRANK. MACRAE,
close election by six votes.
3 Miller Street, Belfast.
21
The result of this contest was not entirely satisfactory, although
the very complimentary vote accorded me at both elections by my
town’s people and adjoining towns was very gratifying.
My native town is Thorndike, where 1 was identified with the
A FLAG POLE. Can be seeu business interests for thirty years; was chairman of the Republican
town committee eighteen years; served on the board of selectmen five
at 51 Congress street.
years, four years as chairman; was president and business manager
of the Half Moon Telephone Co. five years and have held other posiMRS. GEORGE FRISBEE
tions of trust.
I moved my family to Freedom in 1915 and from there to Belfast
in 1919, which is my home.
1
If you feel that I would make an obliging and competent officia
Two especially fine cows and a and maintain
the dignity of the office, then may I ask for your vote
driving horse.
and for your influence.
Very truly yours,
JOSEPH H. SAY WARD.
i
Me., June 8, 1922.
Belfast,
SOUTHARD,
H.
to
R0Y
Apply

everywbtft

Creditors Mercantile Agency

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.

To the Voters of Waldo

Dinner orders a specialty. TeleAlso sold by Allen L. Curtis, Main St.

Prospect,

Vote for

10SEPH A. PENDLETON FOR

connection.

~HEMSTITCHING

SALE

|

Healey’s Ices

—

FOR

REMOVER

saves

AUGUSTA. MAINE.

FOR SALE

Senator Dunlap $1.00 per
per thousand .Postpaid byH
GEORGE A* JONES,
Auburn, Me., 529 Court St.

(

CAPITAL MAGIC WATER CO.

I am a candidate in the primary election to be held June 59th,
- or nomination as Representative from Islesboro to the State LegislaI feel that I am entitled to this
te, for the above named towns.
1 lomination for the following reasons:
TWO PAIRS heavy work
Islesboro has not had a Republican in the Legislature for more than fifty years.
lorses, young, well matched,
Islesboro pays nearly one-third of the County tax
varranted sound in every way.
for the entire class of six towns.
Islesboro has never had a County officer.
for selling
Reasons
using
have
I
always voted a Republican ticket, and have been secrerucks. Prices reasonable. May
ary of the town committee for several years, giving a good deal of
>e seen by calling at the office , ny time to the party, and have never asked for anything in return
l >efore, while my opponent from Prospect has had the nomination on
)f the
wo different occasions and the election once.
lslesboro’s County tax last year was more than six times as much
Consumers Fuel Co.

Warfield and
hundred, $8.00
parcel post.
R. F. D. 6.

really great

labor, time and energy in ail laundry work makes tbe;ciothea
clean, white and sweet, at the same time acting as a germicide and disinfectant.
I
It will not injure the finest laces nor the coarsest fabrics. Order to- j
day from your grocer.
y
<
Manufactured And ’Guaranteed By The
It

Reward$50.°°

FOR SALE

|

a

COTE’S MAGIC WATER
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.

Strawberry Plants

all over

Tne ever

SHERIFF'S OFFICE

I hold warrant for the arrest of Rudolph
M. Cox, charged with criminal assault on
a young girl.
$25.00 will be paid for information leading to his arrest or $50.00 will be paid for
his arrest and detention until an officer
arrives.
The description of Cox is as follows:—
Age, 40 years; height aoout 5 ft. 0 inches,
;yes blue; hair sandy; complexion light;
pupils of eyes large; end of little linger
jone at first joint on left hand, also scar
>n same hand across knuckle of index
inger and thumb, 2 inches long; India ink
leart on right forearm, red center with
slack outline, black initials R. M. C.
icross center of heart.
When last seen he was wearing an old
gray suit, slouch hat, walks with a shuffling gait. Is a hunter and trapper, thereore at home in the woods.
$25.00 of this reward is offered by the
:own of Liberty, the balance by Sheriff
frank A. Littlefield.
All information regarding this man
should be sent to this office at once.
Telephone 244.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
sheriff of Waldo County, Belfast, Maine.

Belfast. Maine

High Street,

'temple.

keep

Summer Rents
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Pythian Block.

AGENT8 WANTED

9 to 11

o’clock A. M*

Ford Coupe for Sate
Inqiire of'

„

CLYDE R. CHAPMAN.
Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,

_

LOST

DEPOSIT BOOK NO. 5774, issuedW
Kan and woman to handle city trade and re- the WaldoTrust Company, Belfast. D
tail the original and genuine Watkins Product*
er will please return same to
Remedies, Extract*. Spices, Toilet Requisites'
RALPH H. DUNBAR. Treaaui*
Household Specialties, Automobile Accessed
June 6, 1922—3w23_
Belfast,
Over
lt>0
ries.etc.
guaranteed products. Our
values are unequalled and Watkins Quality is
■in a class by itself. Write today for free earn*
CARD OF THANKS
ie and full details of our offer and what it
to you. The J. R. Watkins Co..
Dept.
77, 64 Washington St.. North. Boston, Uaas.

t

means

NOTICE

_

June 14 is Flag Day

beginning to close
We are making up all

Extras for

I

Among other nominations to be made at the primary election to
The annual meeting of the Waldo
on the nineteenth of the present month, is one for the office of
>ccur
County Association of Congregational
Wald# County on the Republican ticket.
Churches and Ministers at North Belfast, and picoting attachment fits any sewing 1j Hlerk of Courts for
It has already been announced that I am a candidate for the
machine; price;$2. Personal checks 10c
Me., June 13, 1922. Program:
Bridgman Sales Agency, Box 881, lomination.
extra.
9 30 Devotional Service,
4w21*

THE McLELLAN SCHOOL

PtagSongT

the Bangor High

The groom is
school in the class ot 1921.
member
an ex-service man and an active
a
of the famous Yankee Division. He is
and
graduate of the Milo High school
where
about 8 years ago came to Bangor,
he is chief clerk to the purchasing agent
of the oangor & Aroostook R. R» He is
highly esteemed by all who know’ him.
They will make their home in Bangor.

shall

we

W. G.

An

DEANE-SMlTH

Homer 1msung by Mrs. Margaret Ross
following the ceremony a remediately
j
Woods._
the
ception was held in the vestry, which
THE PEIRCE SCHOOL
ladies of the parish had converted into an
with the artistic
ing exercises of Peirce school out- : immense reception room
rugs
j arrangement of exquisite oriental
rs:
which carpeted the floor and covered
for
America
Me,
g,
lab'es,
'chairs grouped as divans, etc
Your Flag and My Flag,
! chairs and a beautiful line of flowers
Building, Daily Building.
Most singave the rare touch of home.
Grade I, Memory Gem,
huncere felicitations were extended by
Old Mother Earth.
An orchestra furnished
friends.
dreds
of
Songs, Sail, Sail My Rite,
music while the young ladies of the parWhere Daisies Go,
ish
served ices, fancy crackers and punch.
The Sun’s Journey.
| As if
her bouby magic the bride threw
all.
Civic Creed by
j
and with the groom escaped before
quet
Song, America.
bad
the astonished young people, who
Grade II.
realized
many jokes for them,
planned
Songs, Lightly Row,
what had happened. Their whereabouts
A Hunting We Will Go,
a produring their bridal trip was also
Going to Market.
found secret. The bride’s going away
Grade III.
chifgown was of light*gray with orange
Songs, Clovers,
fon waist and scarf,'gray hai with orange
Sing Happy Birds,
beauof
trimmings. The wonderful array
Marie’s Accident.
tiful and valuable gifts indicate the love
All, recitation, Maine.
and esteem in which the happy couple ait
Song, State of Maine.
held by many friends. The groom’s gift
Grade IV.
and
to his bride was a necklace of pearls,
'Songs, SheeprLand,
to her attendants were
bride’s
the
gifts
The River,
frecloisonne pins. The bride bad been
Memory Gem.
showered by her many young
quently
Clark.
Emerel
Recitation,
She is
friends with useful gifts galore.
Songs, A Disastrous Ride,
for her
beloved by all who know her
Spring Flowers.
8 voice of
womanly graces. Possessed of
Grade V.
soloist of
exceptional quality she is the
Memory Gem. The Virtues.
her father’s church and at the recent

ay.

Today and Tomorrow

HATCH,
WILLIAM V AUGH.'N,
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.

that

fhe materials that we have on hand so that we are
showing a nice assortment at all times of very desirable hats_

Assessment

and

season

we are now

carry
it out at 20% reduction.

_

Music, “State of Maine,”
Awarding Diplomas, Supt. E. E. Roderick
The class graduating to the High schoo1
is as follows:
Eunice Ames, Hazel Baker, Alice Banks,
Laura Beedy, Helen Bowen, Edmund
Brown, Flora Burgess, Audrey CEalmers,
Henry Chaples, Maurice Clark. Edwin
Clifford, Frances Crockett, Leslie Curtis,
Helen Coombs, Melissa Dyer, Eileen Fer
Erma
nald, Helen Foster, Alberta Fowles,
Gross, Fred Gray, Abbie Greer, Wilson
Hill, Elizabeth Johnson, Margaret Lowell,
Bernice Marriner, Olive Michaels, Helen {
Morris, Thelma Nichols, Paul Nickerson,
Elmer Orchard, Clyde Page, Agnes Pendleton, Lovicy Pendleton, Mildred Piper,
Edward Poor, Emily Rackliffe. Viola
Richards, Abbie Robbins, Wight Robbins, Laura- Robinson. Evelyn Roberts,
Mary
John Sanborn, Annie Sanders,
Smalley, Harold Smith, Madeline Staples, ;
WalMarion Thomas, Reginald Thcxnas,
lace Thomas, Bertha Thompson, Kenneth 1j
Thurlow, Rovene Traik, William Tuttle,
Arthur Wasson. Ruth Wight, Francis:

__ine Johnson, Grade VI,
aent one-half day.

millinery and

tery.

tion class to Swan Lake and not Mr. and
Mrs. Z D. Hartshorn, as announced last
week.

Alice Banks
School

Welcome, Wild Northeaster.
Grades V and VI.
Songs, May Day Fete,
Spring Song.
Grade VL
Recitation, Language Creed,
Pattern for Young Americans.
Song, The Wind Woman.
American Creed,
All.
Salute to the Flag.
Song, Star Spangled Banner,
promoted from Grade VI, 41; V, 39; IV,
23; III, 25; II, 23; I, 26.
Norman Merchant, Grade V, was nei►
ther tardy nor absent during the year.
Maurice Johnson, Grade V, was not
absent for the year.
Elizabeth Staples, Grade IV, not abor tardy for the year.
sent ’J
arde Rogers, Grade VI, was
bsent or tardy for the year.
; Buzzell, Grade VI, was absent

Sprinkling

are

last
pect that this will be the

SHACKLES OF GOLD

Street

Saturday*

offering for Saturday, June 10th. a few
SPECIALS in connection with our Discount on
Millinery that we have been giving for the past
two weeks. As we have before advertised, we ex-

We

^^anager

^ankusfor

for

STORE

JUNE 10, 1922

WEDNESDAY—William Farnum in

Miller Street from Church Street to southern
The teachers of the Grammar school
Grace A. extremity of M. C. Hill’s lot.
met Thura'ay evening in Miss
one
Waldo Avenue from Main Street to Primrose
Lord’s room with Miss Lila Sprague,
Street.
of their number, as the special guest.
Congress Street from eaatern extremity of
of
Her engagement to Alfred Maddocks
lot to Main Street, excluding
the Fred A. Jonnaon’s
and
announced
was
recently
Monroe
the space from the eaatern extremijy of the
Refresh21st.
June
western extremity of I
the
lot
to
takes
place
Hall
V. L.
wedding
ments were served and a social evening T. Dinsmore’e lot, which space the abutters
Miss agree to oil, and have already purchased the
enjoyed. As a souvenir of the event dish. oil
therefor;
Sprague was presented with a pyrex
Notice is hereby given that the Municipal
The pupils of the Grammar grades pre- Officers will be in session on Monday, June 12,
in Memorial Buildsented Miss Alice Robbins with a tine at 7 30 p. m at their office
in said; Balfast, for the purpose >of demusic roll in recognition of her valuable ing
the amount to be assessed on thejesassistance as accompanist for them at termining
tates abutting on said streets, at which time
the recent school festival.
all parties interested may appear and be heard
C. W. WESCOTT.
if they see fit.
Miss Grace A. Lord and Miss Sarah F.
R. L. COOPER,
the
Knight of the Upper Grammar were
V. A. SIMMONS.
the
of
graduarecent
trip
hostesses at the
H J. KIMBALL,

Libraries and Religious DenomiErma Grots
nations,
Wilson Hill
Industrial Maine,
Poem, “A Song to Maine,”
Alberta Fowles
Noted Men and Women.
Poets and other contributors to
Helen Foster
Literature,
Other Famous Men and Women,

Songs, The Evening Bell,

and TUESDAY-Wesley Bury in

SCHOOL DAYS

Pearl Street enti- 'eusth.
Main Street from Postoffice Square to Ceme-

NOTES.

Maine a State:
Where and When; First Governor;
Eileen Fernald
Governor’s Home,
Flag; State Seal; Floral Emblem,
Rovene Trask
Annie Saunders
Poem, “The Pines,”
Social and Industrial History.
Executive Department, Francis Woods

*

SKY HIGH

Gls.pt,nnl

Mu»ic,“America’« Message,”

Specials

»m,df .l*eJ"?"

Concert Recitation.
v
Grade V
The American’s Creed,
The City Council of the City of Belfast,
Flag Salute,
having determined that the following streets
Grade
Patriotic Drill.
VI and portion of atreeta in said city shall be
Flag Salute,
treated with calcium chloride in whole at the
School
McLellan
Dance.
May Pole
expense of the abutters thereon:
to
Franklin Street from Postoffics square to
were
graduated
Twenty-six pupils
Among Char lea Street.
the Grade on School Common.
Cedar Street from Main to the eaatern ex
not
them Ray Scott and Ila Brown have
tremity of Atthur Hamilton’s lot.
school
the
year.
for
been tardy
Grove Ntreet entire length.

Graduating claai of Grammar school
had the following program:
Rev. ch••■ W' Martin
Prayer,

THE PROGRESSIVE

t^hat

,ppeJ|

days o irreThis picture will revive the davs of y ur youth—the
was p oduced
It
childhood.
untamable
sponsible.
s
, picture that will please
I
rural life, and the splendor of society
t or the
cast of screen plarers in suppo.
and
contains
and
old.
young
ten it
freckle faced youngster that are superb in their variouscharat
d be stealing part of
To tell you the story of the picfure play wou
And alter yo
see this pcture.
to
want
We
you
your entertainment.
see
to
a
.vising
you
will
see it, you

SATURDAY—Tom Mix In

MONDAY

**£**,• with

that is irresistible. ■ oicture
picture tha c
a
will awaken fond memories of a bv gone day,
then youi will not
humor, pathos, and clean wholesome entertainment,
in h.s latest photoplay.
miss Wesley Rarrv, the freckle-faced screen idol,
will be shown at the Co.omal
Gus Edwards’ "SCHOOL DAYS.” which
Theatre two days, beginning Monday, Jun- 12.

THE RED PEACOCK

Lillian Orchard

Northeaster^^ ^

Large

dear

TKAVELIN on

Sparrow^^

Solo, Lost in the Forest,
Song, Welcome Wild

Classes.

Introduction to program,
Part I.

FRIDAY—Pola Negri in

_

■'

With

Grade

Group of Songs,
Grade IV
Health Rules,
(a) “Trip Lightly.”
(b) "Spring Flowers
(c) "Health Song
Health Rules.
Flag Salute.
\
Grade v
Song, Mother’s Lullaby,
Orchard,
Lillian
Spring Song by
Clarissa Harriman, Norman
Grade v
Wood, Orrin Salisbury,
the
and
Child
The
Song,
y

parilla. Why not try it
THE GRADE GRADUATING
EXERCISES
And

ffil\

Grade IV

davthey began taking Hood’s Sarsa-

COLONIAL THEATRE
THURSDAY—William S. Hart in

Grade III
Greeting,
Dance
Plavlet, Choosing the May Queen.
1 a

feelings, indigestion and loss
gone
imof appetite are readily traced to
date getting
pure blond. Thousands
from the
on the right road to health

Interest

111

T$SSt
jssar
of

Your Blood

Of Unusual

Grade II I

Flag,”

if) Poem, "Our

Do Not Neglect

If the party who took the
heavy gold
watch and chain, the latter
having a Red
medal attached, left in the closet
at the R. R. depot, will return
the same
no other action will be taken
to recover
it
FRED J.
CLEMENTS,
Flanders Block, Church St

C/om

Y7e wish to thank the neigho**
friends for their kindness and
to us in our late bereavement and
flowers sent to the funeral.

^otheT0"

Tenement for
MRS. ALICE MAS*
26 Cedar Strt»

Ueorge

Ur.

the Kaiser
WHEN
said "Sic ’em”
dollars
Von, fifty
wa« not considered
a
big price for a
suit made-to-yourmeasure.

Then

buy

a

you
kike

could
made

suit for five or ten
to pay fifteen to
hove
dollars. Today you
twenty dollars for tne kike suit. While
in the made-to-measure suit you can get
the finest of the line for fifty aollars and

forty-five, forty, thirty five,
thirty, and even twenty-five dollars.
Seeing is believing, bring your eyes
others

at

with you.

The

News of

Charles R. Coombs, son Horace and
, Clarence E McKern have returned from
fishing trip to Green Lake, where they
vere guests of Edwin A. A ilson.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

W H.
Arnold has let his place on
s'orthport avenue for the summer to
N. Perkins of Waterville. Mr.

Walter L. Main’* Circus Wednesday,
June 14thmakes special
The City Drug Store
ice cream
offering of Jersey Triple Seal
for today and tomorrow.
Joseph A. Pendleton, Islesboro, publishes a political advt.
A. J. Goodrich wants salesmen.
Ralph L. Hall publishes a caution no-

j Carroll

ind Mrs. Arnold wiil go to their cottage
t N’orthport for a time and will later go
, o Massachusetts.

j

Mrs. Thomas Watt, who lived for sevral years on Condon street in this city,
lied in Rockland May 30th.
She had
, leen in ill health for some time and a
ew
months
I
ago und rwent an operation
tree.
C. E Stevens advertises automobile | or cancer at the Knox General Hospital,
-ater
she
went
to the home of her daughhis
at
shop
top work
Wiley has furnished]1 er, where she pissed away. She was
Mrs. Ada R.
lighly esteemed by many Belfast friends,
rooms to let.
vho extend sympathy to iier husband
sale.
for
offers
Jenkins
place
C.
Carl
irid daughter.
The funeral services were
H. R. McDonald offers buggy, sleigh, teld Thursday at 1 o’clock.
etc,, for sale.
Charles S. Bickford has been in Orono
Joseph M. Sayward publishes a politi- j
he past week attending the commencecal advt.
ment and semi-centennial
anniversary
The Home Furnishing Co. advertises a
ixercises of the University of Maine, of
ware for next
aluminum
of
sale
one day
j vhich lie is a trustee. Others from BelFriday.
ast in attendance were Will R. Howard,
F. A. Robbins advertises second hand Vho went up Thursday, Norman S Donihue and Linwood S. Jones, who’ went
cars.
The Dinsmore Store advertises the'; •’riday, Prof, and Mrs. William F. SchopDorothy Dodd in a remedial shoe for )e ot Bi /eman, Montana, the latter, formerly Miss Marjorie D. Pilsbury of Belmmi'u.
ast, who went from West Auburn.
I
Officers give notice in

J
j

Tie Municipal
retard to street sprinkling assessment.

was

up

town

Mr. and Mrs Zenas I).
Martha have
farm near
Swan Lake
where they will spend the

daughter

Hartshorn and
to their
in Swanville,

gone

summer.

Belfast friends of
Rev. Ashley A.
Smith extend congratulations on the new
honor that came to him Monday, when
the U. of M. bestowed on him the degree
of Doctor of Divinity.
Mrs. P len Crocker of Oldtown will
lecture on Spiritualism at Memorial Hall
She will also be at
next Sundaj“ at 7,30
Mrs Roy Gurney’s for a few days to give
readings or to doctor any who wish.
T! e opening dance at the New Belfast
Fair grounds pavilion last F i lay evening was largely attended and very much
enjoyed. It was under the auspices of
Haze tine Post.
Barney's orchestra of
Walerville played and will also play once
each week during the season.
The ground plans for the new school
house have been received and a soil test
of four places on the common was made
Monday. The committee has not agreea
on any plan or contract for budding, and
to date no bids have been received. The
completed plans from the architects have
not yet arrived.

POOR’S

MILLS

Mr

and Mrs

Frank

L.

Fisli

combination

firemen

were

out

Tuesday evening for a drill, under the
direction ol Chief SSL. Shute.
They
plan to have two each week for some

confined to her bed for the past two
weeks with erysipelas, but is some bet
ter....Mr. and Mrs Arthur Thompson and
family went to Swanville last Sunday
and spent the day with friends
Howard Wilson is at home from Orono on a
visit with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Wilson,....Mr. and Mrs Levi Rogers and two children recently spent the
day with Mr. and Mrs Maurice Wood_
F. T. Wentworth has commenced car-

time.

riage painting.

Monday’s Kennebec Journal says of
John A. Mace, a former Belfast boy with
many friends in this city: "John Mace,
the popular passenger conductor on the
Maine Central railroad, on Monday completes 52 years of service for the railroad.
Mr. Mace began work for the railroad
when still a mere boy, a jd rose through
the service as freight and passenger
brakeman to his ptesent position, as conductor on the best and fastest express
trains on the road.
He is uniformly
courteous, and the kindly "my boy,"
with which he greets young and old, is a
proverb among traveling men, while he
is noted far and wide
for his chivalrous
treatment of women patrons of the road,
particularly the aged, or those who from
illness or infirmity, need assistance. And
always in his buttonhole is a pink, which
has become a sort of symbol of kindly!
courtesy.”
I

|

>

Primrose Chapter, O. E. S.,
Hartshorn, worthy matron,

Mary G. Ridley, the little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rov G. Ridley, who has
been spending the winter with her uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs Ridley, 30 BayView street, entertained at a surprise
Ten of her little
party Friday afternoon.
Ice cream,
girl friends were present.
and
cake
were
served and
fancy cookies,
She was presented
games were played.
by her little friends with a birthstone
She is to go to her
nng, also presents.
home in Searsport next week.
The John Cochran chapterof the L) A
was delightfully entertained .Monday
evening, June -5th, at the home of Mrs.
1'here were 15
Henry Hills, Northport
present and a most bountiful picnic supat
6
was
served
30
per
o’clock, the hospitable hostess doing everything in her
power to make the event a pleasant one
A short business meeting was held, with
the regent, Mrs. Cora Bowker, presiding
Each member contributed 25 cents for
the D. A R. Memorial fund for the resA patriotic
toration of Belleau Wood.
musical program was given, under the
direction of Mrs. Hazel Bowker: Duet,
“Under the Banner of Victory,” Mrs
H. Bowker and Miss Amy Stoddard; “A
Day- of Dreams,” Miss Isabel Ginn;
“Memorial Song,” Mrs. E. P. Frost; A
Gues-ing Contest, “A Song Romance,”
in which all the members took part.
R.

Just

Bit Better

a
«

The PLEASURE in a box of Candy is increased tenfold when you can be sure of the entire Purity and
All Candy
Wholesomeness of the Cenfectionerv.
bought at our store is delightfully pure and made of
the best material.

TRY HEALEY’S ICES
nd

our

Delicious

Sweet

Jucy

PINEAPPLE SODA

ALLEN L. CURTIS
%

Belfast, Maine

107 Main Street,
——

Mrs. Z. 1)
celebrated

children’s night last Friday evening unSupper
der very pleasant conditions.
was served at# o’clock, followed by the
program furnished by the little guests:
Piano solo, John Vickery; vocal duet,

Hilda Tuttle and Miriam Slackpole; vocal solo, Alice Davis; piano solo, Hilda
Tuttle; reading, Emily KackldT; vocal
olo and dance, little Koberta Smith.
The children reported “a great time.”
The following dates have been assigned for agricultural fairs to be held in
Waldo county this summer.
Waldo and Penobscot, A. W. Curtis,
Monroe, Sept. 12 14.
New Belfast, H. C. Buzzell, Belfast,
Aug. 15-17.
Uuiy Park, J. H. Farwell, Unity, Sept.
5 (j.
Tranquility Grange, J. O. Eugley, Lin
colnville, Oct. 4.
St. Georges’ Agricultural
Society,
Montville, Sept 19-20 21

FRIDAY, JUNE 9

Miss Mabel C. Swett of Belfast was
the guest of honor at a shower given
Thursday evening, June 1st, by Mrs. E.
W. George and Miss Allana A. Corliss,
at the former’s home on Cushing street
Miss Swett was the recipient of many
gifts. The evening was enjoyably spent
with cards and music, after which dainty
refreshment were served by the hosMiss Swett’s engagement to Mr.
tesses.
Lewis O. Ellis of Cookshire, Quebec,
was
informally announced last winter.
Miss Swett and Mr. Ellis are both em
•ployed at the office of the Pejepscot Pa: per Company in Brunswick
I
During the month of May, 1922, the
public health nurse treated 42 cases, 16
Of these new
of which were new cases.
cases 6 were paying patients, 5 free paMiss
tients and 5 ^letropolitan cases.
190 visits during the
Nickerson made
month: nursing visits 151; infant welfare
visits 10; prenatal visits 4; tuberculosis
visits 9; child welfare visits 6; other visits
10. The nature of cases treated was as
follows: prenatal 1; obstetrical 3; pneumonia 1; tuberculosis 1; chronic illness 2;
surgical dressings 3; all others 5. Fees
collected amounted to $33 75; amount
due from Metropolitan $29.05; urn ollected
fees $7; cost of transportation $3; received as gift So.

Sale Starts 9 A. M.

The white breakfast served in MtmorCreditors ! ai ball June 1st from 11 to 1 p. in. by
die Federated church, was a social and
linancial success, covers being laid for
F. W. Curtis has used piano for sale.
ibout 300 people.
The menu was varied
B. L. Tuttle publishes a shoe store,
Miough to suit all tastes, and the willing
advt.
waiters, all wearing white, gave prompt
H. II. Coombs Co. oner as specials lor service.
Much credit is due Mrs. James
Saturday ginghams, percales, etc.
the general
I C. Durham, chairman of
Waldo
book
The
Trust Co. advertises
committee, and also to the chairman of
Mrs. Ed5774 lost.
die various sub committees.
Roy H. Southard has cows and a horse round F. Brown, chairman of the decorating committee, was profusely complifor sale.
Asaph F. Condon and mother publish mented on the rare taste displayed in the
loral arrangement with pink and white
| icard of thanks.
The table orlowers predominating.
The Colonial Theatre advertises picture
lamentatiou was vases of narcissus.
program and special for Monday and
Japer fringes of the same tones were
Tuesday.
Mrs. Alice Mason has tenement to let. j ised on the electric lixtures, etc.
Thejse
materially to the
See advt. of furnished rooms wanted.
| 1t latherings add very
when
of
all
the
hostesses
ot
Clyde R. Chapman has Ford coupe for ; uijoyment
I aale
j • ny church entertain so many from the
ither city churches.
Distinction Comes to Miss HaveThe City National Bank advertises
ner. Miss Carolyn H; vener, well known
banking service.
The Fire Department Reoruaniz
among the younger set of Belfast’s sumFred J. Clements publishes notice in
The Fire Department met
last mer
ID
colony, has attracted attention
regard to gold watch and chain.
Wednesday evening at the central fire among collegiate circles by her convincOrrin J. Dickey oilers sum i.er rents.
was
reorRation in the city building and
ing interpretation of “Lady Mary in M
Mrs Alice Mason has tenement to let.
fanized along lines, necessary in the use Beaucaire,” the Freshman class play
if
the
new
America-LaFrance
apparaSee Fred D.
June 14th is Flag Day.
given on Jackson Day, June 3rd, at Tufts
us.
The following organizition and College, Medford, Mass.
Although a
Jones aJvt..
rulings became effective June 1st with freshman, Miss Havener has won many
The Sons of Veterans base ball team Stephen S. L. Shute, chief of the de- distinctions in both class and college acCombination
will play the Belfast Independents next partment:
1,
Captain, tivities. She is an officer of the I. C. S.
Saturday on the Congress street giounds. George H. Darby; Henry A. Brown, first A., president of her class, served on Y.
lieutenant; Frank Libby, second lieuten- W. C. A. committees, and has recently
Hiornas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R
and the following men: Walter F. been appointed on the stall of the “Tufts
if their last meeting voted unanimously ant,
George C. Thompson, Ernest Mer- College Weekly.” Miss Havener is mato use the Post’s funds for the erection of Juan,
chant, George Trumble, Albert W. Mil- joring in English and intends to take up
a soldiers’ monument.
ler, Samuel Durost, Clifton Beckwith, newspaper work after graduation.
Thomas J. Frisbee, who lives on Bel- Robert Tibbetts. Hose 1, Lieut. Wm. A.
Bernice
Willard, the bright little
Harvard
mont avenue extension,
Charles A. Logan,
observed his Decrow,
73rd birthday last Sunday with a very- Salisbury, Ray Emerton, Charles K. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins,
her sixth birthday Monday,
Ladder 1, Captain L. L. Rob- observed
pleasant
A delicious pic- ! Robbins.
party.
Seven
June 5th, from 3 to 5 o’clock.
nic dinner was served, when
covers
bins; Jesse H. Webber, Arthur Stevens, teeu little
girls were present and a lovewere laid for
Eugine 1,
twelve.
He was made V'. Benner, Carl L Noyes.
and
with
was
had
exergames
happy with a number of useful presents. Captain, Alfred D. Shute. Hose 2, Cap- ly time
cises.
Dainty refreshments were served
H.
L.
Drew
Chaples,
James
Sholes;
The Baptist Sewing Circle met yester- tain,
two tables when each child was
W. Blazo, George W. Luce, from
as
a favor
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. Gerald Raymond Ervin
Combina- happy to find a toy balloon
F. Wade.
R
J.
Mayo,
W. Howard, when a towel shower was
and au individual birthday cake with a
will respond to boxes 5, 14, 15, 16,
tion
1,
liven to Miss Chastene Stevens, who
tiny candle. The little hostess’ cake had
17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 34, 35, the
vim a special
guest of the occasion and
requisite six candles and was later
Hose 1 wi 1
alarms.
second
all
36
and
*”•* ®*rriage to George F. Spencer
In the peanut hunt the
cut and served.
to boxes 23, 24, 25, 26, and all secrespond
will take place soon.
to little Miss Ethne Wooster.
Ice cream and
Hose 2 will respond fo prize went
ond alarms.
cooties were served.
The hostess was the recipient of manyboxes 35 and 36, and all second alarms!
pretty gifts and a shower of good wishes
A special
meeting of the Waldo County Engine 1 will respond to boxes 23 and 24, for other happy birthdays.
will r<»
farm Bureau will take
place at the Farm and all second alarms. Ladder 1
uresu office on
34. and all
There isn’t a living, breathing soul,
Friday, June 23, at 2 p. spond to boxes 23, 24, 25, 26,will
respoi d wno will not thrill to the pranks, the disChemical 1
purPose of voting on the at- second alarms
fill'..lation with the American Farm Bureau to all calls in District North Betfas'. appointments and the joys of
Vjfesley
aeration
All members are urged to be 1 Austin J. Jewett, William A. Dickey Barry, in his latest screen play, Gus Ed
to voice their sentiments in favor and Charles R. Decrow will be the driv
wards’ “School Days,” which will be
oragainst the affiliation.
shown at the Colonial Theatre, Monday
:rs for the'new apparatus.
and Tuesday, June 12 13.
In fact, every man and woman who remembers the kid days of yesteryear, will
gloat over the inimitable characterization
Never
of the freckle-faced screen star.
has he been seen in a photoplay that gives
his
ability
him the widest scope to display

advertises
Mercantile Agency.
C.

The

Jackson of New Hampshire have been
here to visit their mother, Mrs. Lucy
Jackson ...Mrs George Daggett has been

C. Trussed, James H. Cilley, Charles
The inO’Connell and A. C. Hopkins
terment was in the family lot in Grove
• imetery.

Always Remember.

Belfast

Morgan

The funeral of Charles N. Black took
place at his home Thursday afternoon at
2 o’clock with Rev. William Vaughan,
pastor of the Universalist church, officiating. The bearers were Messrs. George

BERT L. DAVIS
The Store You Will

L

Thursday for the first time in two weeks
having been confined to his home with
lumbago.

the
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NalO Octagon Sift -Pepper Na IS crater
Nal9 Clothes Sprinkler
Nall Doughnut Cutter
Na 12 Lemon JuiceExtractor Na'20 Pari/fgIgnite
Measuring Cup
Nol 21 Pan Cake Dimer
Tboth Pick Holder No. 13 Soup Strainer
No. 22 Skimming Ladle
Miniature Salt -PepperNo. H CupStrainer
Strainer
Na
23 Hummer
-Tea
No.
15
Coffee
Mould
Pudding
No 24 Set ofMeajuringSpoons
Nalo Pocket Comb
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Na2 SugarShaker
No.3 Egg Separator
No. 5
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sS^What 49< Will Buy

Wo 1 2aLPuddvnfFan Wo. 6 lot Pan Pm Sumner Wall Tubed Cade Pan
Wo. 12 CombinationFunrul
Wo. 2 jalPraemdKettle Wo. 7 Smd Strainer
Wo. 13
Wo. 3 Set of2 PiePlata Wo. S l*ft Coveredl^tJteuPan
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OUR--

Summer Line of Goods
is

complete.

LADIES’

We

are

showing

WRIST

a

Fine Line of

WATCHES

both American and Swiss makes.

Swiss Wrist Watch makes a
price is low, the quality good,

Jewelry

The little Octagonal
The
fine Graduation gift.
and Our Guarantee behind it.

of quality

Brooches for the Neck. Pearl, Gold and Fancy Beads, Ladies’
Leather Belts with Silver Buckles, Gold Wedding and Engagement Rings.
Also our large selection of Emblem Pins,
Charms, Rings, Etc.
*

PICTURES
Sawyer’s

Beautiful Colored

Photographs,

Nutting’s Famous Interiors and Scenery

H

J. LOCKE & SON
BELFAST, MAINE

as a

luminary.

The story deals with a small town boy
who, through the good graces of a wealthy
uncle, is sent to a private school in the
east. The pranks that he performs among
his small rural friends, he also performs
among his wealthy circle. But to tell you
the story in full would be spoiling your
entertainment. The cast is excellent, and
Don’t fail
the picture is a screen classic.
to see this wonderful comedy!

WANTEDTo see F. A. ROBBINS when you buy
We have an 1921
your second-hand cars
Essex, 1918 Reo, Saxon Six, Oakland
Sedan, ^ Worm-drive Ton Trucks, 1 Mets,
1917 Ford and one Stationary Engine.
This is the plsce to get good trades.
Located at 12 Spring Street, near Dr.
2w23‘
West’s old stable.

MAKE AT LEAST SIX DOLLARS
Men or women
a day on all or part time.
to sell our line of underwear, hosiery and
aprons direct to the consumer. Exclusive
city or rural territory. Opportunity unlimited. For information address

IMPERIAL KNITTING MILLS,
Amsterdam, N. Y.

lw23

For Sale
USED PIANO.

3w22

INQUIRE OF

F. W. CURTIS, 17 Spring St.
Tel. 40

3w23

because of this remarkable Special Sale of
again will it be possible for us to offer you such sensa-

Hundreds of Housekeepers will be made

Aluminum Ware.
tional values.

No

Telephone

or

Probably

an EARLy ATTENDANCE IS URGED SO
YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.

Mail Orders.

No C. 0. D. Orders.

never

happy

No Pieces Reserved.
No

Deliveries.

~

DO YOU KNOW WHY--
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For Infants and Children

isi* r» A'TflDli Mothers Know

II UAJ,ui'US
bL —TIcUlOI.ai'EKCENr
1

^.HE
wr

"Cover mouth and nose when you cough or
If you don’t, you’ll spread disease.”

mh

I

^

^B

sneeze.

^^BB

everyone would take this precaution, there would he fewer
Colds whether taking the form of Influenza
of Influenza.
sneezing, running nose and a rough fceHng throat, or with
chilly and feverish symptoms, should never be neglected in the
earliest stages, if you hope to avoid a disagreeable experience.
Ml
Don't eat too heartily; drink plenty of water; get to bed early
in a well-ventilated room; have your body well-warmed, and be
B
ture to have your bowels move freely.
BA
At the beginning of a cold, there is no better or safer remedy than
Two to four teaspoonfuls
the true “L.F.” Atwoou's Medicine.
out
imdrive
conditions,
bowel
will quieklv reliere congested
off further troubles.
B
purities from the system, and help to ward
Anv dealer will supnl> you.
Alwavs have a bott’e in the house.
**L.F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland. Maine
bottle 50 cents.
If

^B
iB
Sf
^^^B ^B

epidemics
with

JB^BVJB^

^B

BBB|

^B

^B

^B^B ^B

Large
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Before he met Mrs. Eddy, Quimby, in
the light of these manuscripts of his, is
found relying upon God as the divine
principle of all healing. He is also distinguishing already between the "spiritual or scientific” man and the "natural”
man, as well as between matter, which
he characterizes as "dense darkness,”
and “spirit,” whirh he calls “light.” He
divides the world of "opinions,” limited
in its sphere, from the world of “Science,” with no limits. A typical quotation from Quimby’s own words at this
period, that is, before the meeting between him and Mrs. Eddy took place,

WAS MRS. EDDY A

PLAGIARIST?
No evidence it available to prove that
Mrs. Eddy taught or practiced anything
resembling Christian Science before her
memorable meeting with Quimby. There
ia much available evidence to show that

long before he met Mrs. Eddy or was
aware of her existence, Quimby anticipated the fundamentals of her "Science
and Health." For instance, we find

runs:

Quimby, over two years before he ever
heard of Mrs Eddy denying the reality
of disease, which ne pronounced an error
of the patient's thought, and affirming
that matter is nothing. “If you are told,” ;
we find Quimby writing early in 1860,
“that you have ‘consumption this belief
ia matter under the direction of error,
and as it is put into practice it changes
the mind so that the idea of consumption
ia thrown off from the belief. If you are
excited by any other belief, you throw off
all the misery that follows your belief.
For instance, you are made to believe you
are not so good as you ought to be; your
belief puts restrictions on your life, and, I
as it ia a burden to you, it makes you
throw off a shadow that contains the
punishment of your disobedience. This
makes you another character and you are
pot the happy child of Wisdom.” This;

in contradistinction to all
isms.” Here i* the conclusion of the
whole matter in the opinion of Doctor
Dresser, who gives all these manuscripts
to the world:
"There is no reason for believing that
her attitude toward him changed in any
He was to
way until sometime in 1872.
her the modern representative of the
great saving truths taught by Jesus. He
had developed the method by which those
ore be applied to the
truths could once
healing of the sick. Her own necessity
had proved the efficacy of that method
anew. There was no reason for any revelation There was no reason for any kind
Her revela
of c aim in her own behalf
tion was simply this: that when hard
pressed she too could demonstrate ihe
wisdom and power of the Science which
Quimby had taught. It always comes to
a person with the force of a revelation
when one realizes that it is within one’s
power actually to apply a line of teaching
which hitherto has seemed so wonderful
that apparently its discoverer is the only
This
person who can demonstrate it.
proof of his teaching was precisely what
Dr. Quimby hoped his followers would
make. For, as we have noted, he himlie knew
self made no special claims
that his teaching, fundamentally speaking, was eternally true. He knew that it
What
was all to be found in the Bible.
he had discovered was a new key to unlock supposed mysteries which had been
kept from the world throughout the
Christian centuries. Years of experience
were required on Dr. Quimby’s part to
work out this Science and to prove its
efficacy. Quimby’s followers really demonstrated it for themselves only so far as
they added to the great work wrought
for them by Quimby the personal proof
which experience must give. Mrs. Eddy’s
Christ

taught,

“This same Christ, whom you think is
Jesus, is the same Christ that stands at
the door of your dwelling or belief,
knocking to come in anc ait down with
the child of Science that has been led
astray by blind guides into the wilderNow wake from your
ness of darkness.
sleep and see if your wisdom is not of
To be born again is to unthia world.
learn your errors and embrace the truth
of Christ: this is the new birth, and it
cannot be learned except by desire for
the truth, that Wisdom that can say to
the winds of error and superstition ‘Be
case was no exception. ”—Current Opinion
still!’ and they will obey.
for May.
“It is not a very easy thing to forsake
every established opinion and become a
persecuted man for this Truth’s sake, for i
A USEFUL FAIN
the benefit of the poor and sick.”
...

“The impressions derived by Mrs Eddy 1
Should Heed Its Warning.
herself from her personal contact with Belfast People
the
a
from
orth
in
her
sharp pari or a dull ache
are
set
own
words
Have you
Quimby
la a characteristic quotation
at the time and these words, as already across the small of your bacn? Do you
famous Quimby manuscripts.
moo
noted, do not correspond with what she realize that its often a timely sign of kidrue very existence m
treatment is a
scripts has been denied by some parti.s wrote years later in the authorized litera- ney weakness? Prompt
more serious kidney
to the Quimby Eddy controversy, but at ture of the church she founded and ruled safeguard against
troubles. Use Doan’s Kidney Pills. Profit
last thev are permitted to see the light of until her death.
the
by a Belfast resident’s experience.
in me year ioiiowmg ner mealing wiui
day in a volume just issued through
S. B. Wade, farmer, High St., says:
Crowells by the eminent advocate of Quimby, she writes that “he stands upon
“New Thought,” Doctor Horatio V\. the plane of wisdom with nis truth.”1 ■ Doan’s Kidney Pills were a great help
disordered
Dresser. The history of these manu- Christ healed the sick, she adds, but not to me when I used them for
them to
j
scripts has been romantic enough hither- by jugglery or drugs and, comparing him kidneys and I can recommend
My kidneys
be sensational. with the founder of Christianity, she says anyone afflicted likewise.
to, but now it promises to
was
bothered
and
I
by
|
They comprise the most amazing charge of Quimby that “he heals as never man were in bad shape
having to pass the kidney secretions so j
Is not Quimby
of plagiarism ever made, involving such healed since Christ.”
ache
a
dull
of
had
back
steady,
fundamentals
the
then, she inquires, “identified with truth often. My
possibilities as that
Christian Science, taught bv Mrs. Eddy, ; and is not this the Christ which is in over mv kidneys and it broke my rest at
Pbineas
from
Next morning I arose feeling
over
bodily
him?” We have her saying all this in night.
were taken
Parkhurst Quimby. Mrs. Eddy later in- 1862 or 1863, the former year being espec- more tired than before going to bed. I
sisted that Quimby was *’a magnetic ially memorable in her spiritual growth went to the City Drug Store and got
I received relief
practitioner” and that it “never occur- for reasons set forth bv herself with par- Doan’s Kidney Pills
red” to her “to learn his practice,” but ticular reference to what she had learned and with continued use of Doan’s was
three weeks after she saw Quimby we from Quimby. That she was learning to entirely cured.”
Foster-Milburn
60c. at all dealers.
have her saying, in the outburst of her heal in Quimby’s way as late as 1864
is shown by her own statement in that Co Mfrs., Buffalo, N Y.
enthusiasm and gratitude towards him:
“I can see dimly at first, apd only as year of her “pupilage” to him. She retrees walking, the great principle which fers to him again as her “teacher.” Two
underlies Dr. Quimby’s faith and works, weeks after her fall on the ice in 1866—
and just in proportion to my right per- the exact date is heralded as the one upon Old Glass Cup Plates, Hooked Rugs and
ception of truth is my recovery. This which she discovered Christian Science j Old Glass Salt Dishes. Will pay good
truth, which he opposes to the error of —we have Mrs. Eddy referring in a Lynn, ! prices. Telephone 100.
h. r. McDonald,
giving intelligence to matter and placing Massachusetts, newspaper to Quimby as
if re
tfl9
Northport Ave., Belfast
with the truth that
one “who healed
pain where it never placed itself,
ceived understanding!}’, changes the currents of the system to their normal action; and the mechanism of the body goes
That this is a science
on undisturbed.
capable of demonstration becomes clear
to the minds of those patients who reason
1 he truth
cure.
upon the process of their
cures
which he establishes in the patient
him (altho he may be wholly unconscious
lthereof) and the body, which is full o
At present
ight, is no longer in disease.
J am too much in error to elucidate thef
truth, and can touch only the key-note
the harfor the master hand to wake
instead of
mony. May it be in essays
After all, this is a very
notes! say I
spiritusl doctrine; but the eternal years
firm
of God are with it, and it must stand
'»! the rock of ages,”

j
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MISS SPOFFORD

ASSIGNED IU

BROOKLYN NAVAL

HOSPITAL.

Bangor Commercial of May 25th
a young lady at one time a resi
dent of Belfast, where she was employed
of

space

or

“This Tanlac is really the first medicine
ever taken that does what they say
it will do,” said J. F. Holly, Lexington,
Ky. Re*d & Hills

I have

Maktng Porridge
It seems as though my davs are marked
one task—making I he oatmeal porridge
for the next day’s breakfast.
I always
put the oatmeal on to cook in the double
when
I’m making sup er, and it
boiler,
seems a kind of signal to me that the day
and
is
I am getting ready for toover,
morrow
And it always seems such a
brief moment since we hid breakfast,and
here I am getting another
breakfast

by

ready.
Sometimes it seems as though my life
is marked off that way—just a long line
of porridge pots, Still, that’s what housekeeping is—an unending stream of meals
prepared, and dishes done, and beds slept
in and made up fresh again, ,.ith sheets
and clothes to wash each week.
but still, life couldn’t be better marked.
For it’s the wonu- behind the porridge
pot—working for love—that keeps the
men
in the fields, and in th offices, and
factories, the children in school and the
babies safe and warm, and the whole
world at its job.—Margaret J ckson in
Farm Life

’Member
His

Uncle
Aladdin's

opened
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TELL THE WORLD

tlu

t! jCJT A.*fO M*m

“A smile n day
Keeps the doctor away’*
Finest for sick headache, sour
stomach, bilious liver, constipated bowels.
Quick, don't sicken
'r gripe.
Take tonight for a
tnorning smile.
All Druggist*

—

CtNTAUR COMPANY

Tatten this 19th <1 «y of Mav. on execution
dat*d the tenth day of May, 1922, issued on a
judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
Court, for the County of Waldo, at the term
thereof egan and heid on the third 1 uesday
of April, to wit, on the twenty-first day of
April, 1922, in favor of Consumers Fuel Co.,a
corporation duly organized and havit g a principal place of business in Belfast, in our County
and Mate aforesaid, against Delbert B. Bowen
of Brooks in the C lUnty of Waldo and State of
Maine, for seventy five dollars and fortyseven cents debt or damage, and ten dollar®
and twenty, two cents cost of suit, and will be
sold at public auction at the
ffice of Charles
S, Taylor of Belfast, to the highest I idder, on
the twenty eighth day of June. 1922, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, the following aescribed real estate and all the right, title and inter*
eat which the said
Delbert B. Bowen, hit
and had in and t * the same on the thirtieth
day of March, 1922, at eight hours and thifljr
I minutes in the forenoon, the time when tit
I same was attached on the writ in the samt
suit, to wit* A certain lot or parcel of land
j with the buildings thereon situated in Monroe
in said County of W:aldo, being part of loti
numbers 147 and 146 in the 10.000 acre tract,
so called,
and bounded and describe
as follows, to wit: Bounded on the north by the Ford
so
called,
Farm,
formerly owned and ccupied
Vv hen a man is so
by Richard Ford; tasteriy by the lan<; now or
happy that he wants formerly of Willard Ellis; southerly by the
the goo 1 news shouted
-arid now or formerly of Archelans 1 wombly,
from the
and westerly by the land now or formerly ot
housetop
I
Sarah J »rdan and said Ford tarrjj, containing
its worth telling. •‘You
bet I’m happy," John I ore hundred >.nd fifty acres n; re or lts&.
Also one other lot or parcel ot Una a\\.ua*
Conahan, Wllkesbsrre,
!
Pa., says. ‘‘Why 1 was ted in said Monroe ar t! bounded and described as follows, to wit: Bounded northerly
1 felt as
so nervous
by the road leading past, the Iv use now or
though 1 wanted t
1
time
formerly of Hollis Tibbetts; easterly by land
jump every
now or formerly of Sarah Jordan; b uiherly by
heard the horse on my
vegetable wagon snort. the road leading past the house now or forAnd.I had such awul merly of Archelans Twombly, and 1 westerly
distress and gas in my
by land now or formerly of Mrs. ampher,
stomach ana pains in 1 widow of Edwin Lampher, deceased containing tw.-nty acres more or less; beii g the same
my shoul Jers Now my
stomach i»
tine, the preii ibis conveyed ty Jeremiah Bo* n to one
John L. Ellis by her deed of mortg g- dated
pains have 1 ft me en
tirely and 1 sleep great. on the tv.enty fifth day of April A L>. 1887,
ind recorded in Waldo Registry of Deed*,
1 ou ian ie 11 the world
B .>ok 213, Page 271.
ana Nervine helped me.

Did You Smile
This Morning?

>

CASTOR I A

Goldine Tonic
Audit will help you too. Containing the precious Yong Gona Root from the Fij an Islands,
Goldine has become world-famed for stomach
Y"U can prove it by getand nerve ailments.
ting your bottle today and trying this splendid
that

1

remedy.

In the

STA'IE OF MAINE
May 20, 192

by^

City

Taken this 20th day of May, 1912. on exea*
tion dated April 27, 1922, issued on a judgment
rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court, for
the County of Waldo, at the term thereof be*
gun and held on the third Tuesday of April, to
wit, on the twenty first day of Apri 1922, in
a corpo***
favor of The Home Furnishing L<
tion duly organized and existing by law and
having its principal place of bfisine-s at Bel*
fast in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, against Layton Rich and Rt rta Edgar
Rich, both of Lewiston in the County of An*
droscoggin and State of Maine, fur eighty*
five dollars and fifty-six cents debt r damage,
and fifteen dollars and ninety-one cents cost®
of suit, and will be sold at public .action at
the office of Dunton & Morse in .“aid

wood.

To the Inhabitants of the
of Belfast

FRANK A. LITTLEF 1KLD,
Mi e riff

3w21

COUNTY OF W ALDO, SS.

A
Goldine remedies are sold in Belfast
A. Howes & Co. and Wm. O Poor & Son;
bv
C.
Harbor
E,
Brooks, by A. R. Pilley; Dark
Panfield; Searsport by F. E Whitcomb & Son;
Stockton Springs by W F. Trurdy; Unity t>>
C. B. Mitchell; Winterportv by Mrs, F. C. At-

County of Waldo,Slate of Maine

You are hereby notified that t e BOARD Ot
REGISTRATION will be in session to revise
and correct the VOTlivG LISTS of the City of
to the highest bidder, on ihe tw*nty*fourth
Belfast on the. six secular days prior to the
(1 OiirV
nineteenth day of June, 1922. Said Board day of June, 1922, at ten o’clock
of Regis.ration will he in session from nine in minutes in the forenoon, the foil wiilf**
titk®®
the forenoon to one in the afternoon, and from scribed real estate and all the right.
interest which the said Reita Edgs R*k“*
three in the afternoon to five in the afternoon
and had in and to the same on the ®i1ta~,
and from seven to nine in the afternoon, to reclock ®°®
ceive evidence touching the qualifications of day of December, 1921, at two
u®
voters therein and to revise and correct the vot
thirty minutes in the afternoon, tbe
when the same was attached on ihe
; ing lists, and on the last two secular days
or
the same Buit, to wit: A certain
I to verify and correct said lists and to com
of land with the buildings thereon, situate®
I plete and close up its records of said ses
in the County of Waldo and State
Montville
at
the
On
last
two
Baid
secular
sions.
days,
nine o’clock in the afternoon, verified copies ; Maine, bounded as follows, to wit: Begin®?*
at the southwesterly corner of the ho®*
of said votimr lists shall he delivered to the
a 1
Clerk of said City of Belfast and a receipt taken I owned by the late Edward fc.. Edmund*
therefor, hut no names shall he added to or ! yellow birch tree; thence southerly forty*1®
e®
Oxton
rods on line of land of Robert
stricken from said iista after nine o’clock in
and land formerly owned by Leonard
the afternoon of the last of said days devoted
to
land formerly owned by Mayo E, Ham®
to registration as above.
6w
I
Board of Registration of Voters of the Citv called his homestead lot; thence westerly
b
the northerly line of aaid Harriman
of Belfast
^
stead lot, one hundred sixty-eight rods
By CARLETON DOAK. Chairman,
0,A
stake and stones; thence
Harriman line to land owned by 7,
and
thence easterly on Baid Hatch and Edm
r°
southerly line one hundred sixty eight a
place of beginning, contain ng fifty-two

Belf®*j»
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Massachusetts Bonding

northerly^

Insurance

Company

77-81 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Assets

T

Attractive prices

on

all other sizes

BEST QUAL1TY-L0WEST PRICES
Start the season right! Outfit your car with these standard quality tires
low prices offered. Four types to select from. New stock just received.

at

the

December

8? 1921.

wonderfully

G. E. LITTLEFIELD, Monroe, Maine

Gross assets.$ 7,263.298 66
Deduct items not admitted.
280,955 19
Admitted assets.$
Liabilities December 31, 1921,
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities..
Cash eapital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

6,982.343

818 65
1,500,000 00
704 987 21

Fidebty and Security, Augusta, Maine.
A. S. Parent, Agency Director, Accident
and Health Dept., Lewiston, Maine.

For Sale
offering for sale my place at 188
High street It includes about 4 acres of
land with 50 apple trees; house and barn
connected, with electric lighta and city
water; all in good repair. For particulars
apply on the premises to
MRS. JOHN W. FERGUSON,
18tf
Belfast, Maine.
am

being

the

same

real

f

»

Jlche?

When you're suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

neuralgia,

1,731,896 20
2,564 641 41
480

and

said Berta Edgar Rich by
M. Wentworth by her deed dated Ju.y 29,,
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deed*,
830, Page 694.
n
HIANK A. LITTLbflbU).®
?be
3*21
to

47

Total liabilities and surplus—$ 6.982,343 07
Macomber, Karr & W hitten, State Agents,

I

less,

more or

conveyed

Real estate.$
402,000 CO
22,966 66
Mortgage loans...
Mocks and bonds. 4,920,079 18
Cash in office and bank.
670,464 25
Agents’ ba.ances. 1,024,236 36
bills receivable.\
2,593 61
Interest and rent.
59,765 27
All other assets.
161,193 33

He saw

heavens were opened to him.
he
this Truth or Science descend, and
undaatood it Then came hia temptsend
lion: if lie would listen to the people
him.
become »i»f they would all receive
a
Thu he would not da But to become
be
teacher of the pour and sick would
He choee the latter,
vary unpopular.
and went forth teaching and curing all
aorta of diseases In the name of this WU*
dom. and calling on all men everywhere
the
M repeat, believe and be saved from
and doctors who bound burdens

fIUI
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URl*
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Stickney and
Mystery ?

^TGoTom*
M01WIHG SMILE LAXAlV
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prieete
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A
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result*
I
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proof
God. Now, what proof was required by
some
the religious world? It must be
miracle or something that the people

eternal life,
“Jesus knew all thia. No man was
able to break the seal or unlock the secret
Wisdom, seeing the groans
of health.
Jesus
of the sick, acted upon thia man
hU eyes to Truth. Thus the

II

^dUVCnVsLEKP

M

that he came from

the
could not understand. So he cured
The
etc.
lame, made the dumb speak,
could
multitude was hia judge and they
then he
not account for all that he did;
does it folmuat come from God. Now,
I have no doubt that he cured.
low?
came
But hia cures were no proof that he
mine are,
from God, any more than
enwis
Jesus
nor did he believe it.
dowed with wisdom from the scientific
can
world or God, not of this world. Nor
he be explained by the natural man.
is
His God fills all apace. HU wisdom
with no death about it

A

"

j
f

ConstipaltonamlDtary

Special

there
“Eighteen hundred years ago,
Chrisman called Jesus who, the
to tell
tian aays, came from heaven...
to certain
man that if he would conform
heavrules and regulations he could go to
he refused to obey
en when he died; but if
them he must go to hell. Now, of couise,
bethe people could not believe it merely
so it was necessary
cause he said so
some

!
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M pful Remedy

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

was a

give

Jbrpjrmtnt

|

)ur.

$Uk
:i?

!
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I
/

If you don’t, your father or grandfather does—and grandma does, too For
Exact Cop; of Wrapper.
years and yeara Uncle Stickney of Newa
all
Maine
over
selling
castle travelled
j
househo d medicine which he called AladNo
Irmseif
made
which
he
din’s Mystery
country fair was complete without Uncle
Stickney and his medicine and he sold it
is ereatlv relieved by constitutional treatliterally by the cart-load. If Father don’t
HAUL’S CATARRH MEDICINE
ment.
buy a bottle he heard from Mother right
Catarrhal
is a constitutional remedy.
off—she couldn’t keep house without it.
Deafness is caused by an inflamed con- i
Uncle Stickney sells no more Aladdin’s
dltion of the mucous lining of the EustaWhen this tube is inflamed
chian Tube.
Mystery and for some time the good old
a rumbling sound or imperfect
remedy has been practically out of the f vou have and
when it is entirely closed,
hearing,
of
market. But The M. C. Baker Co.
Unless the inDeafness is the result.
flammation can be reduced, your hearing
! Bangor, who bought the original formula
HALT/S
forever.
he
es
mav
destroyed
have
from Uncle Stickney himself,
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through the
tablished a laboratory where the famous
Mood on the mucous surfaces of the sysremedy it accurately compounded and
tem. thus reducing the inflammation and
It is being
even better than ever before.
assisting Nature in restoring normal conditions.
distributed as fast as posstb e and is now
All Druggists.
Circulars free
here in Belfast by the City
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
I on sale right
and A. A. Howes A Co.
Store
Drug
1
Mystery is simply a wonder! Aladdin’s
effective absorbant liniment, com
1 fully
pounded of no less than 12 ingredients,
j all of known medicinal properties. It is
We wish to inform the public that w»
are doing business all the time and if yoi
a quick relief for such ailments as neuritis, rheumatism, neuralgia and pleurisy wish to buy or sell real estate of any kim
pains, toothache and earache, relieves we would be pleased to talk with you.
reE. A. STROl'T Farm Agency,
; soreness front sprains and strains,
duces swellings, excellent for scalds,
ROY C. KISH, Local Manager,
and cuts.
burns
Room
2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me
!1
tf 17
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system

1862.
which were made prior to the year
such things as
Quimby had investigated
rappings
hypnotism, clairvoyance, spirit them
all
and mesmerism, and abandoned
liiey were all
aa therapeutic agencies,
For his
to him forms of self-deception.
the spiritcures he had come to rely upon
the
ua) force employed by Jesus through
to use his
Chriat power. “The truth
To quote
cure.’
own phrase, “is the
at random
Quimby’s own words almost
from the mass of his correspondence prior
a existto his knowledge of Mrs. Eddy

Jbfr.rUt

Z

he rose and said:

—

minil-hcalina

Senna

Jnisr***

Jj•2< c :

*Ah desires to retract mah last Sunday night remark dat Ah sees before me
includin’ Barber
10 chicken thieves,
White.
What Ah st <-u»d have said, dear
dat Ah sees bebredern and sisteru,
fo’ me mne chicken thieves, not includin’
Barber White.”—Los Angelas Times.

NotNabcotic

J>um/kui

t

.Z

4*

later when
Mrs. Eddy wrote many years
ideas from her.
•he said Quirnoy got his
Isom
As Quimby could have got nothing
or knew of
Mrs. Eddy before he met her
much
her existence, Doctor Dresser gives
to those expositions of the Quimby

metaphysical

J*

l’romotimi DhJcsto*

jfr.pjohinrSA.'au/iuw
Sml
1

>?x\
l"'

to

sermon

neither

Mineral

/l-i
;

Bears the

KinessandRcstC^
Opium.M«phn*_n*

Jt*|

pull all sorts of strings to make
The old
the old preacher eat his words.
proma
little
finally
to
peace,
get
fellow,
ised to apologize the following Sunday.
So the following Sunday before the
began

Thcreb'

ij-

Now Barber White was very influential
in the church, and with a shocked moan
Afterwards he
he rose and rushed out.

AlWaVS
J

AVeeelibk'Preparatwnf^
"itheroodtn R^la

"""’^^jiiii-rra

|

SiS*

includin’ Barber White

in the office of Mathews Mill:
Miss Carrie W. SpotTor I, K. N., U, S.
Naval service, who lias been visiting
Misa Annie rt hite on Fountain street,
where, she made her home before enter
ing the navy during the \t orlJ Vt ar, left ;
Monday for her new station at the U. S.
N val hospital in Brooklyn, N. 5. Since >
Miss SpofTord left Bangor she has been
almost, if not quite, cleir around the
the globe.
After her original enlistment
she was sent the U. S. Naval Training
Station hospital at Great Lakes, III., and i
served there during the war, going from
there to San Diego, Calif., where she
was stationed for a time.
Later she was
assigned to the hospital which Uncle
Sam maintained for his jackies at Samoa,
remaining in that picturesque island for
20 months before receiving a home as- f
signmetU. She went from Samoa to Aus
tralia, visiting Sidney and other important points in that wonderful continent,
returning to America via the Suez Canal
and Port Said, going to Italy, Paris and
England. She planned to visit Scotland,
but it proved so cold in England that she
cut short her stay there and deierred the
Scotland visit until more comfortable |
She t
weather conditions should prevail.
came back to her old home in Bangor as
soon as
possible after her arrival on
American toil, having been away just
five yea,s. She was very warmly greeted by her many friends throughout the
vicinity, but says she hopes it will not be
another five years before she is permitted
to visit her old home city.

Genuine Castoria

Sim,I,.,

lN|

5

good old negro preacher, appalled
one Sunday evening by the evil rampant
in his flock, shouted out in a loud voice:
“Ah sees befo’ me 10 chicken thieves,
A

The

9ays

pifl

31 MrLiricu

That

or

pain from any other cause, try

Hr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
Ono

or

two and the pain stops

Contain

no

habit-formino drugs

Have you tried Dr. Miles' Nervine/
Auk vaer Dntmoiu*
_-

Dr. M.G. Stephenson
DENTIST
MNSONG 1EMPLE.
Telephone 292-4

ROOM

3

UP-GRADE

ON THE

From Kennebec Journal.
Banks and individual investors whose
money has gone into tie Maine Central

A Good Reputation plus
$ 10.9°
a Better Price

Railroad, and others as well, should be
gratified at 'he showing made last month
and the first three weeks of this month.
Ihe indications are assurance that this
concern is making the grade and anyone
desiring the welfare of the State will be
glad because of this evident improvement, although it does not show an increase of business as compared with April
of last year, there being, on the contrary
a slight
falling nil in freight and passenger revenues.
The decrease in operating

-

low mark of $10.90
for the 30 x 3*/2 si:e “Usco”
new

impulsive
ful price.”

created
sation.
remark

something of a senNaturally, the first
was on

Even more to the
ments of today.

the “wonder-

point

are

the

expenses was,

also is the report that the first three
weeks of this month indicate a credit
balance.
A little reflection at this time may not
be amiss.
It seems but a short while ago
that many were saying the railroads were
doomed. It was very evident they were
unless a change could be brought about.
It apparently iscoming. There is dissatisfaction with the wage decreases, but one
hears little about the Government buying
the roads and letting the employes run
them to suit themselves and according to
the methods of political exigencies rath
er than according to the rules of business.
That was what the much touted Plumb
Plan would have done. Neither are we
living under the apprehension that Leninism is to take possession of the world
Even Russia is unable to sustain it and
everybody with a spoonful of brains now

com-

People are getting more used to the
$10.90 price but the “Usco" value is
—

still

however, very encouraging,

as

for wonder.
With thousands of $10.90 “Uscos” running today, every locality has had a chance
to check up on the surprising tire value.
Let all these “Usco” Tires now
serving their owners so well rea cause

mind you of this—
Whatever the price of
“Usco,” it has got to deliver big value because
it has always done so.

recognizes that fact.
TRAVELING

HAZARDS.

Individuals, Themselves,

To Blame For

Most of the Accidents.

United States Tires
•re Good Tires

The department of the traveling public
has a greater influence on railway safety
than is generally known, and the Safety
Section of the American Railway Association in an appeal for the conservation
of human life and limb gives some illuminating facts on the subject.
Of the 229 fatalities occurring in railway passenger travel during the year 1920,

Coprrirfit
1922

17. S. Tire Co,

C/# S#

I

Bjlfast

BANKS’OARAGE,

Where You

about two-thirds were cases in which the
individual himself was it some way involved in the chain of circumstances. For
example, 28 persons were killed by falling
from coach steps, 18 by falling from moving trains, 64 by being struck or run over,
and 10 met their death by deli erately
jumping from trains while mentally deranged or to escape penal servitude. More
startling still is the fact that 64 passengers were killed and 1,299 injured in
getting on or off moving and stationary
trains.
Once seated inside a railway car the
traveler is in about t.ie safest place in the
world, and it is generally his own acts in
gaining or leaving such position that
Notwithcreate any substantial hazard.
standing the wonderful safe‘y of passengers on the railways of the country, it
is in the power of each of the billion
travelers cairied annually to make himself still more safe by being careful.

11ALL HARDWARE STOKE,

LITCSl

1

|

Paneling

in the

Majestic Lounge

MAINE GUERNSIES ARE THE BEST.

HE

Ac

ALL HIS LIFE
HE SUFFERED
Until “Friiit-a-!ives" Brought
Perfect Health
40 An: its*
I
-tr
r

m:

r

Sr., Poim.ASn, Maine.
4 with < onslipation
I can rem* mber. As a
\

subject

v.as

to

distressing

Headache- and Pain i:i my left side,
1 chane. d to read about “Fruit-*tives” in one of our local papers and
began their use al*>ut four months
ago. since then, 1 have t.u free of
Headaches, my bowels have been
regular, and from the use of “Fruita-tives” (Fruit Laxo Tablets) I feel I
have derived the greatest benefit”.
OTIS M. BRYANT.
50e

box,

a

At d -alers

(1 for

or

$2 .00,

on

Elisa C. Hahn, administratrix of the estate
Augustine F, Hahn, late of Lmeolnville, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre-

sented a petition praying that tha actual ma?
ket value of the property of aaid deceased now
in her hands subject to the payment of the
collateral inheritance tax, the p*raoni inter
ested in the succession thereto and the amount
of tax thereon may be determined by the Ju ige
of Probate.

Ordered, That the said i»etitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copv of
this order to be published th'ee w«*eh« succ***sively in the Republican Journal, a rewspaper
published at Belfast, that they ma> appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County. on tha 13th ««ay of June
A. L). 1922, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the pra. ar
j of said petitioner should not r*e grunted,

j

trial size 25c.

Limit.-,!, OGDENSBURG N. Y.

WOOLENS
Material for ladies’ wear direct
from Factory. Write for samples
and state kind wanted
F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine

For

Sale

A one-horse

jigger wagon.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

FOR

Class Pictures
GO TO

STUDIO
Street,

Belfast, Me.

At this time the Democratic minority

W.L.COOK

in the Senate is'engaged in a filibuster to
A shipment of 33 pure-bred Guernsey
of a protective
cattle consigned to the Plains Guernsey prevent the enactment
Breeders’ association of Plains, Montana, tariff law. ✓ That filibuster, from that
left Augusta a few days ago in a special quarter and from others, has been going
express car attached to the 9:30 westIt has had the backing of
on for months.
These cattle had huge importing and financial interests
bound passenger train.
been purchased in Kennebec Valley by which have reaped hundreds of millions
George ti. Webster, chief of the division in profits through the exploitation of the
Licensed Embalmer
of dairying of Montana, and weres ipped American market, while hundreds of
"
in charge of E. F. Morris,president of the
have
earners
thousands of American wage
License 377.
£
association.
paid the price in unemployment through
The cattle were bought from a number the displacement of articles of home proTel. 61-3
Maine.
of farms in this /icinity.
Ayers-farm, duction. That this exploitation of the
owned by W. P. Ayers sold 12 head in- American people may continue as long
cluding three bulls which are to head as possible, and thatthe Republican party
herds of pu.e bred cattle in Montana. may be prevented from profiting by the
Seven were purchased from A. I. Orum
prosperity a real protective tariff would
mond of Sidney, four fiom M. L. Good
bring to the country, Democratic lead ;rfrom
I).
Webster
of
four
C.
Albion,
hue,
ship in the Senate is using every petty
and three from L. S. Goding of Mon- expedient to delay action upon the pend- A WOOD LOT IN SEARSMONT and
There was also included iu the ing tariff bill.
mouth
land in Belmont on the late J. E. Elms’
For particulars apply to
shipment one highly bred bull, a son of
There is a good deal of discussion at estate.
MRS. EMMA D. ELMS,
f.angwater Chieftan, from the Landholm present about th matter of a bonus for
14 Court Street, Belfast
farm, Wells Beach.
the American soldiers of the World war.
Tel. 54 11
Mr. Webster said Monday at the station While this is going on the people of this
20
just after the train had depaited, “The country are paying a bonus of scores of
purchase ot these cattle in Kennebec millions monthly to alien and importing
county left several thousand dollars in interests
Most of the enemies of protecKennebec county and it should stimulate tion are al o insisting that the people of
interest in the production of the same this country should pay an eleven billion At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
kind of cattle.”
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
dollar bonus to Europe through the canMay, A. D. 1922
“This is the second shipment of this cellation of the war debts. Their motto
I
Grace M. Tasker, daughter and heir-at-law
kind I have made and the total amount of is “billions for tribute but not one cent
of the estate of Webber R, Stimpson, late of
money left among the farmers of Kenne | for national defense” or national developBrooks, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
bee county for the two shipments is near- ment.—From National Republican.
|
having presented a petition praying that she,
ly $20,000.”
said Grace M. Tasker of Brooks, in the County
“A great deal of interest is being maniof W aldo, or some other suitable person may
Maine
be appointed administrator of the estate of
fested by the farmers of Montana in betAssociation.
said deceased.
and particularly
ter bred dairy cattle
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
Guernseys. The dairy work is coming to
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
the front and within the next two mouths
The Association of Maine Geologists
this orde. to be published three weeks sucseveral pure bred bull associations will be was formed at a very enthusiastic meeting
cessively in the Republican Journal, a news|
formed in quite a number of localities.
published at Belfast, that they may appaper
afternoon at the Augusta
Montana produced in 1921 about 12,000,- held Saturday
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
000 pounds of butter which is mote than | Chamber of Commerce assembly hall. within and for said County, on the 13th day of
twice the amount produced live years ago. 1 The following officers were elected: Presi- June, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock beThe farmers are also coming to a realiza- dent, Prof. E. H. Perkins of the geologi- fore noon, and show cause, if any they have*
the prayer of said petitioner should not
tion that diversified farming is the paying cal department of Colby college; secie- why
be granted.
I tary, Freeman F. Burr of Augusta, acting
thing.”
ELLERY BOW7DEN, Judge
Webster said that the reason for i Stale geologist and geologist for the CenMr.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register
coming to this State was that the cattle tral Maine Power Co ; treasurer, George
in the pure-bred herds here were very R. Danfoith of Augusta, chief engineer
healthy; in fact, he said that he has ship- of the Maine Water Power commission;
In Court of Probate, held at
WALDO SS
ped from a number of uitferent states and directors, Prof Marshall P. Cram of Bow- Belfast, on the 9 h day of May, 1922. Charles
the
of
UniMerrill
S.
Dr.
L.
doin
the cattle of Maine are the most satisfacA. Rogers, administrator, with the will annexcollege;
versity of Maine; Prof. F. D. Tubbs of ed, of the estate of Addie V. Robinson, late
tory in this regard.
of
Portof
Emmons
ft’.
H.
Belfast, in said County, deceased, having
and
Bates
connected
with
the
college
The expenses
trip
presented his first and final account of adminand the railroad fare for the animals will and.
of said estate for allowance.
istration
It was voted that the boird of directadd nearly $75 to the cost of each animal.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
work, out plans for held work and a
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
summer meeting, the suggestion being a newspaper published at Belfast, in said counWHAT HARDING SAID ABOUT
made that the meeting be held in the vi- ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
FOREIGN DEBTS.
cinity of Auburn and Lewiston. It was Prebate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
decided not to have associate members 13th day of June next, and show cause, if
“I’m not at all in sympathy with some in the association
In practically every any they have, why the said account should
of your financial lights in New York who other respect, the plans for organization not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
tell me that the debts of the Allies to this presented by F. F. Burr were adopted by
Attest:
A true copy.
country must be paid in foreign goods the gathering.
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
dumped on these shores. 1 tell you we
Two phases of the work which the ascan’t accept ten billion dollars’ worth of sociation will take up, are the strictly At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
foreign goods without closing down our scientific and the phase in regard to econ22nd day of May A. D. 1922.
factories and turning workmen into the omic use of minerals.
At the Saturday
Alexander H. Nichols, Executor of the will of
streets. Some of these same tinancial ge- meeting, the suggestion was made that
late of Se&rsport, in said
niuses say a little touch of the bread line I the minerological and geological collec- Henrietta T. Nickels,
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
would do us uo harm; it might bring labor tion which has hitherto been on exhibit I»etition praying to reduce the penalty of bond
I say such talk is suicidal. In at the State museum, had been removed from two hundred fifty thousand dollars to five
to reason.
the present state of the world we risk
to storage and that the association should thousand dollars.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
only a moderate amount of unrest if our make an effort to see that this collection
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
people have work and food. But drive be put in some proper place for exhibi- order
to be published three weeks successively in
them on the street and you have a revolu- i tion.
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
that they may appear at a Probate Court,
on
can
be
tion
your hands.
Belfast,
Nothing
to be held at Beltast, within and for said County,
worse than the attitude of the men who
on the 13th day of June A. D, 1922, at ten of the
A SHARP LAD
think that labor would be all the better
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
for a little starvation.
But you have
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not
a
be granted.
urchin
approached
An eager-looking
heard that sort of argument, and so have
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
railthe
toward
For my part I mean to insist on a suf- man who was hurrying
I.
A true copy, Attest:
‘‘Carry yonr grip, sir?”
Chas. E. Johnson, Register
ficient tariff to prevent Europe closing way station.
down our factories.
Political economists he asked
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE
The sub“No!” snapped the man.
may tell you that the foreign debt can
“I’ll carry it all the way for a quar- scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
only be paid in goods. I say, let the forduly appointed administratrix of the estate of
eign debt take care of itself I’m not for ter,” said the boy.
ABAGAIL J. STUART, late of Frankfort,
“I tell >ou I don’t want it carried!”
cancelling national debts. These need
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giyen
“Don’t you?"
not be cancelled.
But let them be postbonds as the law directs. All persons having
“No. I don’t!”
poned as long as you please, provided they
the estate of said deceased
At that the,lad broke into a quick trot demands against
are not paid by selling billions of dollars’
victim’s
with bis
hasty are desired to present the same for settlement
worth of goods over here below our cost to keep up
and ail indebted thereto are requested to make
of production.
It would be far better for strides, and in a tone of innocent curiosi- payment immediately.
LOMIE E. KINSBURY.
us
to keep our factories running and ty asked, “Then what are you carryiug
it for?”—Youth’s
never collect our debts than to collect our
Frankfort, Me., May 9, 1922,
&ebts at thecostof unemployment, closed
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE. The subfactories, misery and very real danger of
scriber hereby gives notice »hat she has been
revolution.
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
IN STOCKTON SPRINGS, a three acre
GEORGE W, PARKER, late of Frankfort,
suitable for house lots, near

Belfast,

For Sale

PROBAIt

Geologists

NONCES

Organize

j

united

It is useless
to think of going alone and
inning against the great interests which
®
comt>iued lor mutual protection
■
llie
sson pres.-es
more and mo e heavily as
Ontlis fly away that if the farmer wants
approach to Ins share in the business
the world he must
go to it as others do,
.5? h'8 narrowness and suspicions and
‘“'hands with otheis engaged in the
IDes
work, for mutual protection
ma
Pr°hh Both in buying and selling
thi
•a has
got to come, and the sooner we

^

e

con'Pelling force driving us to
i.t
L together and staud together, the bet*
“•will
it be for all.

oday there

are

organizations enough

save our agriculture if
growers would
use them.
The state farmer’s exnge' lhe local’unions, theco operative
the selling bodies scattered all
^tate stand ready >o serve all but
-hut *t
s1u*nta towards prefering to light
inoi
h»n .atded and then cry baby rather
atrike hands for business,
».
looks as though dire neless 80m?times
if »•i»e m*lfht force what every suggestion
business dictates. If so who will
^

lv*8,an‘i

"'ll

NLW

we stand, erom Maine
farmer.

fault?

BCILHING AT GOOD WILL
FARM.

May 28. The new
HINCKLEY,
Prescott Memorial Administration Build111 g at Good W ill, constructed to replace
the
building destroyed by fire, was
dedicated Saturday evening, June 3d,
e.,

while the dedication program was
not be so elaborate as those held at the
opening of the first building, the exerwHl worth the attendance
was
cises
of triends of the Good Will Home and
and

I

Schools.

was burned, it
entirely destroyed, a portion of
the tower and front of the building being
saved, as well as the priceless paintings
by celebrated artists which were given
by friends of the school.
The building is cruciform 99x99 feet,
and is constructed of brick with red
granite trimmings It is surmounted by
is gilded
a bell tower, the top of which

When the first building

was

not

and bears a weather vane, and is one of
the most striking landmarks of southern
Somerset county.
The lire occurred June 28. 1920. Tne
building was covered over the following
winter by the Horace Purintou Co. of
Waterville. The rest of the construction has been done by Burroughs & Co.
of Portland—Kennebec Journal

CASTOR IA Dr. Hester
For Infants and Children

*»

Use For Over 30 Years

*lways

bears

~

Brown

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Companion._

FOR SALE

TO LET

The down stairs rent and garage at 23
Inquire of

High Street.

of

C.

30 High Street.

lei. 320

Tel. 143 5

W. LANCASTER

A true copy.

Attest:

CHA8. E. Johnson. Register

It’* strana* bat true
that some people think any
old paint will do for the
porch floor.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waid<>. in vac ition, on the
11th day of May A. D. 1922.

Estelle Larrabee, heir-at-law of the estate
Bacon, late of Unity, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that she, Estelle Lirrabee of Pittaheld. Somerset County, Maine, or some other
suitable person, may be appointed admimstra
trix de bonis non of the estate of said deceas
ed without giving bond.
Ordered, That the aaid petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks succes
sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a Probate Court to be held at Helfaat. within
and for said County, on the 18th day of June
A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner shnuld not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
A true copy.
Attest;
Chas. E. Johnson, Register
of Eliza A.

WALDO SS.—in Coart of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 22d .day of May,
1922. Walter W. Ogier, executor of the will of
Mary E, Hahn, lata of Lincolnvillr, in aaid
County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration ot said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively,in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast,in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held ac Belfast, on the
13th day of June next, and sh«. w cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy,

But it won’t! The porch
floor acts much harder
wear than any other surface around the house.
That's why it should be
protected with a paint
that will stead that wear.
Porch
I xi we Brothers
Floor paint la made especially for porch floor*.
We have H la all the

popular color*.

COOPER & COMPANY
Bt LFAST. M*INL

91

j

STATE OF M \INE
May 19. 19*2
COUN lY OK WALDO. SS,
Taken this 19th day of May. 1922, or elocuon a judgiseut-d
tion dated May 17. 192.',
ment rendered by the Supreme Judicial t ourt,
for the County of Wad .at the term thereof
begun and held on the third Tuesday of April,
1922, to wit, on the twenty first ay of April,
1922, in favor of Clar nd*»n VI Whitney of
Unity, in the t ounty of W Ido and S'stg of
Maine, against Koscoe E. Kyan of Palermo, in
the C >unty of Waldo *nd Ma e of M ine, for
forty-three dolla * and ten ceirs, debt or damu'te**n cents,
age, and twenty dollars and f
costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction
at the iffiee of 1 turnon & Morse in^Jie: ast. in
said County of Wald ’, to the h.g e*t bidder,
on the twenty• fourth day <f June. i922. at 'en
o’clock in the form or th** following describ-

Attest:

Chas. E Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacatio on the 22d day of May,
Eliza C. Hahn, administratrix of the
of Augustine F. Hahn, late of Lincolnsaid County, deceased, having prein
ville,
sented her first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
on the 13th day of June next, and show c use,
if any have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, Register.

ed real estate and all the right, ntle and interest which the s» id Rotco* E. Kyan h s and had
in and to the same on the iw.ntietb day of
April, 1921, at seven o’clock and thirty minutes
in the forenoon, the time when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of lar.d with the buildings thereon, situated in said Unity, bounded
and described as follows, to wit:—Bounded
norther.y by the old stage road lea mg from
Unity Village to Albior; e isteny b^ land formerly of James Kelley and Levi Bacon; southerly by land formerly ow- ed by James Fowler,
Jr., and lard formerly known as the B. F.
Kelley f* rm; and westerly by I rind fo-merly
—

FILIBUsTFR.

Undertaker

ON THE WORLD’S LARGEST SHIP, WHITE STAR LINE
One of the most beautiful features of the Majestic, the world’s
largest ship, is the oak paneling and carving in her largest public
room, the Lounge. It is considered one of the finest examples of
woodwork extant. The paneling extends from the floor to the ceiling,
which is 23 feet high. The grill work of handwrought iron, over
plate glass, at the entrance of the Lounge, is also impressive for
its fine
design and workmanship.

Protect Your
Porch Floor*

ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge

1922
estate

M. A. COOK’S
Main

Prohate Court, held at Helfaat. within
for the Couoty of Waldo, in vacation,
the 22nd day of May. A. D. 1922.

of

from FRL'IT-A-TIVES

3mo.

•

and

mowing field,

Situated on the Cape road;
the village.
was part of estate of the late D. G. Ames
Will make cash price
Anxious to sell.
Applv to
very small.
MR A S COSTIGAN,
No. 372 Madison Aveuue,
6w22*
Flushing, L. I-, New York

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested tc
make payment immediately,
LIZZIE M. PARKER.
Frankfort, Me., May 9, 1922 3w22
—

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 22d day of May,
1922J Augustine F. Hahn, conservator of the
estate of Mary E. Hahn, of Lincolnville, in
said County, having presented his final account of conservator of-aid estate for allowance, the same presented by Eliza C Hahn,
administratrix of estate of Augustine F. Hahn,

owned by Reuben W, Murcb, containing
hundred acres, more or less.
TRANK A. LITTLEFIELD.

deceased,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said

one

Sheriff,

3w22

County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
13th day of June next, and show cause, if
should
any they have, why the said account
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
16th day of May, A, D 1922.
A certain instrument purported to be an
authenticated copy of the last will and testament and the probate thereof of Jennie L.
French, late of Boston, in the County of Suf-

folk, State of Massachusetts,.deceased, having
been presented for probate with petition pray
ing that the copy of said will may be allowed,
filed and recorded in the Probate Court of said
Waldo County and that letters testamentary
be issued to Charles F. Hutchinson of Boston,
Massachusetts, he bdSng the executor named
therein.} without giving sureties on his bond
in accordance with the request of said testator
as expressed in said instrument.
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal,

a news-

that they may appaper published at Belfast,
to be held at Belfast,
pear at a Probate Court,
within and for said County, on the 13th day
of June, A. D, 1922, at t«n of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not

be granted.

A true copy.

The Circlet is

Johnson, Register.

Nemo Hygienic-Fa.hion In.titute

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
and for the County cf Waldo, in vacation or
the llib day of May, A. D. 1922.
A certain |inatrument, purported to be an
authenticated copy of the last will and testament and the probate thereof of Barton A,
Ballou, late of Providence, in the County of
Providence. State of Rhode Island, deceased,
having been presented for probate with petition praying that the copy of said will may be
allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate Court
of said Waldo County, and that letters testamentary be issued to Rhode Island Hospital
Trust|.Company of Providence, Rnode Island. |
the„executor named therein, without giving j
sureties on its bond, in accordance with the re- |
questof said testator as expressed in said in
At

a

strument.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three Weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 13th day of
June, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock before

120 Eut 16th

A true copy.

full line of shingles
in our yard on Primrose street
at reasonable prices, delivered
j without charges.
MILTON B. HILLS
Tel. 205
We have

TUB MAUOKD

said County, on the second Tuesday of June
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and aliowea,
ELLERY BUWDEN, Judge
#
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, 1 egister

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 9tb day of May,(1922. Joshua
K. Downs, executor of the estate of Renja
min Downs, late of Wint rport, in said County, deceased, having p? ented his firat and
for allowance.
final account of said esta
Ordered, That notice the of be given three
in
the
weeks successively,
republican Journal,
in
a newspaper published
elfast, in said
ted may attend
county, that all persons inter
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 13th day of June next, a
show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Burn,

jT

AiHU.Mi AH TOUr V

Chl^kcoter a Rli
fc Pills la Bed sad
n boxes, sealed with
i Take no other. I

i»iajI<>ni»ajiba!_

yew known u Best.

Johnson. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
13th day of May, A. D. 1922.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Charles Vinal Crockett, late of Northport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate with petition praying that said will be
allowed at d that letters testamentary issue to
her, Eliza M. Crockett, she being the executrix named therein, without giving bond in
accordance with the request of said testator
as expressed iu said instrument.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for

a

CHICHESTER S PILfi

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
^48. E.

St.. New York. D.p't M.

SHINGLES

noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

granted.

than a Brassiere. It*s

If your dealer can’t get it, eend actual
bust measure, name, addreee and
31.00, We*ll eend the Circlet prepaid, Sizee 34 to 48,

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
Attest*
Chas E.

more

Self-Adjusting, and simply slips orer
the head, clasps at the waist and underarm, and smooths out ugly lines.

C -fast,

Alwcjl>

SOU) Br DWiOOfil!

FOR SALE
Low price

second nan

I

parlor

and kitchen stoves,
J. A US TIN McKEE V.

ORRIN J. DICKEY

Insurance
Fire,

Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Fine for

Phone MM

Lumbago

Musterole drives pain away
brings in its place delicious, soothing
comfort. Just rub it in gently.
It is a clean, white ointment, made
with oil of mustard.
Get Musterole
today at your drug store. 35c and 65c
in jars and tubes; hospital sire, $3.00.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

ing, illuminating and a master piece ot
A general discusdiplomatic utterance
The marriage of Miss Katherine Eliza- I sion took place, but the iinal vote resultbeth Brier, only daughter of Mrs, Cleve- ed in the way it did precisely as numerous
land Downs of this city, and William people buy a Ford instead of a Cadillac.
Henry Wilder of Boston and Hartford, Henry H. Hawes, H L.. Hopkins and S.
Conn., took place at noon Thursday, B Merrithew were elected as the bull ling
June 1st, at the home of the groom's committee, and the selectmen and treamother, Mrs. Henry Wilder, 640 Albany surer authorized to borrow the necessary
The ceremony was funds.
The meeting adjourned after a
Avenue, Hartford.
vote of thanks lo the committee for its
very simple owing to the illness of MadThe bridal couple were at- earnest work; and to H. H. Hawes in
am Wilder.
tended by Mr. and Mrs. George H Otis particular on motion of Mrs P. L. Bates.
of Scituate, Mass.
They left immediate- S B. Merrithew served admirably as moly in their car for Brant Rock, Mass., derator.
where they were special guests at a
house party, and from there will motor
Mrs. aboIE h. roix.
to Belfast,
arriving here Wednesday,
home
their
will
make
7lh.
June
They
The friends of Mrs. Abbie H. Roix
with the bride’s mother at 90 Union were
grie ved and sftocked Monday to
Mrs. Wilder is one of Belfast’s learn of her death that morning at her
street.
most popular vocalists, and has a beautiWhile in
home, No. 9 Spring street
ful mezzo-soprano voice of good quality,
many respects a frail woman, she was
having for several years taken promi- full of
and ambition, and was
WILDER-BRIEK.

Notice

Special

Rubles to the dollar. Some finance. Better let
us exchange
your dollar for
shoes. It will cost less for storGive more satisfaction
age.
and less depreciation.
Yours truly,

2,400,000,000

B. L. TUTTLE, 55 Main Street

nent parts in many amateur functions
and has also sung frequently in large
She lias always
i cities in concert work.
given liberally of her talent for all char
liable benefits and is now the soloist at
the Uuiversalist church. All of her admirers will be pleased to learn that she
will continue in the work and also that
she wiil continue to conduct her millinery parlor and gift shop at the corner of
Mam and High streets, where her enterprise and energy has maintained for several years one of the most attractive
stores in Maine. She has been in business
since graduating from the Belfast High
school. She is al«o an active and influ
ential member of Aurora Lodge of Rebekahs.
She has a host of friends who extend congratulations and best wishes for
a
The groom also
happy wedded life
has made many friends since coming to
Belfast in the past two years and they
will welcome him as a resident here. He
is an
ex service
man, enlisting in the
Ambu ance
Corps with a unit from
Oberlin College, Section 587 and was in
active service on the Italian frontier during the thickest of the lighting, snd was
awarded the Italian cross lor bravery.
He is now a commission merchant being
interested iu the firm of The Italian A
American Products Exchange, Importers
He
of Italian Art and gift novelties
also represents the Prudence Yarn and
Sweater Company.
They will be at
home to their friends at 90 Union street
after June 15th.

TELEPHONE 284

SEAKSPOKT
Tues-

Joshua Curtis went to Pittsfield
same night.
day, returning the
family of Brewer are
and
L D. Crook
Point for a
at their cottage on Pleasant
few days.
and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Blodgett
to Bar
and Mrs. Wilbur Barker motored
Harbor Tuesday.
of Bangor
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Griffin
of Mrs. W arren
were guests on Sunday
Griffin in Park.
East Macbias
Austin K. Vaughan of
of Mr. and Mrs.
was the guest recently
Donald W. Vaughan.
recently
Cant. Frank Curtis arrived weeks at
few
from New York, to spend a
bit home in Searsport.
and son of
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Small
relatives in
Fort Fairfield were guests of
Sesrsport Memorial day.

Charles Rogers, Jr., James H. Duncan
Vis* Minerva Gray.
Covers were laid
for 18, and the decorations were cherry
blossoms and flags.
Favors were liny
flags and peanut animals. A substantial
supper was served, the affair being in
charge of Anne Doris Rogers, Katherine
Curtis and Orilla W hitcomb.
After supper the entire party attended the movies
in Union h .11.
An important event in 1 O O. F. affairs, the annual district meeting of Odd
fellows, was held in Searsport Friday
Four lodges—Unity, Monroe,
evening.
Belfast and Searsport—comprise this district, and delegates were present from all
four lodges. About 175 men attended and
the degree team from the Belfast lodge
conferred the degree upon two candidates.
The following grand officers were present:
Grand Master Lewin of Houlton, Grand
Warden Carleton of Winterport. District
Deputy White of Monroe, and Grand Representative
Adams of Belfast. Sears
lodge, No. 82, of Searsport, furnished a
picnic supper for the visiting members,
and those in charge included George Sargent, A. M. Kane, Henry Jefferson. After
the work a delicious clam stew concocted
by Ernest Bowden was served. The event
was one of the most enjoyable in the annals of the L O. O F.

arMr. and Mrs. James M. MscDougall
rived Friday from Newton Center, Mass.,
to spend the summer in town.
and daughCapt. and Mrs. Frank Curtis
Thursday from
ter, Loeasita, returned
Dam.
a camping trip to Ripogenus
Harvard Harding of Boston recently
from
Wednesday
returned
G. R. Wilson
visited his children who are boarding at
Port
Clyde.
in
relatives
with
a brief visit
the home of Mtb. Ida B. Clark.
visit.
Mrs. Wilson remained for a longer

Harold Whittum, a student at Shaw’a
the
Business College in Bangor, spent
Sarholiday with Mr. and Mrs. George
gent.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stinson
of redaughter, Virginia were the guests
week-end and
latives in Camden over the
Memorial Day.
and
Mr and Mrs. Henry Kneeland
were among
daughter Phyllis of Boston
Memothe out of town people .who spent
rial Day in town.
Mr*.
Park.
called
Sewell

Lizzie Lancaster staples an i»cu
Saturday, from Winthrop, Mass.,
by the illness of her father, Capt.
Lancaster.

>u

Alice- Walker of Bangor has opened
her cottage Whitecap on Pleasant Point
of
for the season. Mrs. Wingate Cram
Bangor i* her guest.
winter
Miss Rilla Carlon, who spent the
months in Hartsdale, N. Y., arrivedTuesMi..

home
day and has opened her
boat Avenue., for summer.

in

N
S

U
R

Such

a

has

a

Home

owners

excuse

for

have

insurance matters.

A

Our service plus

N

insurance
means

C

fire

a

policy

fair and

full

payment of losses.

E

Get it

Steam-

tiom^thh

Agency

Wilson,
Mr. and Mr.. G. Renfrew
and Mrs.
Joseph Kalloch, Stanley Kallo-h
TuesHuldah Stone iweut to Thomaston town.
in that
day for a visit.with relatives
INSURANCE,
and
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick K- Sawyer
weekthe
spent
two daughters, of Bangor,
Maine.
Belfast,
of Mrs
end and Memorial Day as guests
at
Grinnell
William
Sawyer’s father,
Grinnell’s Inn.
Sheldon of NewMr. and Mrs. Frank M.
from Boston
ton Mass., motored through
2.30 p. m., and leavat
arriving
Saturday,
RELIABLE COOK for a small hotel.
for Thomaston, enAlso woman to assist in dining room or
ing the same-night
route for Boston.
kitchen. Telephone or write
have
MRS. B. P. STUART,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Merrithew
Mass.,
Belgrade, Maine.
lw2g*
moved to Searsport from Lowell,
few years.
where they resided for the past
of Mrs.
For the present they are guests
Augustus Sweetser.
Mrs.Sidney M. Webber and little daughIf you want to make money ccme and
to attend the
ter, Betty, left Thursday
see me at No. 6 Miller street between the
Commencement exercises at Northfield
Valma Web- hours of 7 and 8 a. m. and 5 to 7 p. m.
Academy from which Miss
Iw23*_A. J. oOODRICH.
ber is a graduate this week.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,

j

Salesmen Wanted

the
On Friday of each week through
doughmonth of June, fresh home-made
P. L. Gilkey
nuts will be on sale at the
to go
store in Main street, the Proceeds
Guild.
to the Congregational Ladies

Capt. and Mrs. Andrew McGilvery
months
Ross, who spent the past seven
at their winter home in Tampa, Florida,
arrived here Tuesday to spend the sumin Main
mer and have opened their house

Caution

Power's
Direct

Famous

International Seven

from the New

Whirlwind Arabs

Capt. Fred’s Educated Seals and Seal Lions

Hippodrome Elephants
\ork

Somersault.”

They

Hippodrome.

do

everything but talk.

MADAM AURORA'S RIDING LION
Only Lion Riding Act with any Circus.

MARGUERITE aud HANLEY
Stars of International Fame.

BORN

In Belfast, June 3, to Mr.
a

son—Edward

_CURTIS-WARD. In Belfast, June 3,
by Judge Maurice W. Lord, Gordon Curtis and Annie L Ward, both of Searsport.
DEANE-SMITH.
In Bangor, June 1,
by Rev Ashley A. Smith, L. Forrest
Deane of Bangor, formerly of Milo, and
Miss Dorothy Smith, of Bangor, formerly

of Belfast

IlASSAN-CHASE
In Belfast, May 7,
by Judge Maurice W. Lord, A. Austin
Hassan and Eva L. Chase, both of Belfast.
Martin-Parsons. In Belfast, May27, by Maurice W. Lord, Esq., Emery M.
Martin of Manchester, N. H., and Miss
Marian E. Parsons of Belfast.
In Belfast, at
WEYMOUTH-PLACE.
the Methodist parsonage June 1, by Rev.
Charles W. Martin, Milan Vickery Weymouth of Morrill Bnd Elnora May Place
Montville.

WILDER-BRIER. In Hartford, Conn.,
June 1, William H. WTIder of Boston and
Hartford, and Miss Katherine E Brier of
Belfast.

SPRINGS.

DIED.

At a special town meeting in Hichborn
hall
Monday afternoon, a sweltering
crowd of representative citizens voted
emphatically in favorot enlarging and remodeling the old school house, and against
the plan of building a new one on a location undetermined. The vote was reached
only after a full presentation of the views
school
of the
housing committee of
twenty, in which the minority members
favoring a new building were given full
opportunity to be heard. Superintendent
Nickerson of Frankfort was heard in
favor of a new building, as also was
Principal Earl S Grant. State Superintendent of Schools, Dr. A. O. Thomas
was present and addressed the meeting at
length in a speech which was entertain-

WANTED

The

Sensation. “The Tandem

MARRIED.

Will R. Howthe first Commencement.
was chairman of the
general
committee for the celebration, and his
speech for the class of ’82 at the banquet
was conceded to be one of the cleverest
of the evening.
Charles S. Bickford, also ’82, and a
member of the board of trustees, was a
prominent figure on the campus and at
the meetings.
Ur. J S. Ferguson, ’89,
of New York is another alumus who
takes an active interest in the affairs of
his alma mater.
Oihers present at the
banquet included E. H. Kelley, ’90, of
Orono; the Misses Joanna C. and Maud
B. Colcord, ’06, of Searsport; Alphonso
Wood, ’05, now located in Massachusetts;
Prof. Harold M. Ellis of Orono; Karl
MacDonald, ’07, of Hartford, Conn.;
Mrs. William F. Schoppe, ’08, of Bozeman, Montana; Linwood S. Jones, ’15,
who was accompanied by his mother,
Mrs. Lily S. Jones of Belfast; Miss Alfreds Ellis, ’17, of Orono; Howard Wilson and Miss Una
P. Greenlaw of the
student body had places in the pageant.

STOCKTON

THE MANGEAN TROUPE
Presenting their original Novelty Acrobatic

MISS MIACAHUSA DE ORTEGO
Positively the
t of Brazil. South America.
World’s Greatest Wire Walking Artist.

In Belfast, May 27, 27, to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Jackson, a son—
Harold A.

ard, ’82,

negligence in

of Self Defence.

Demonstrating Iceland’s

William.
JACKSON.

Belfast was well represented at the
University of Maine Commencement and
celebration of the 5i th anniversary of

no

Feature Acts 1922 Programme
Johannes Josefsson's Original Icelandic Gilma Co.
Science

Special

Mrs. Horace Chenery, accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Henry A Lloyd and
her son, Richard Chenery, of Concord,
Mass., arrived last Wednesday and were
registered at the Windsor Hotel. They
came to superintend the shipping of the
furnishings of Crosby Place, which is
now offered for sale.

and Mrs. Edward Hogan,

MF.NCEMENT.

report after a fire
frightful sound.

Wednesday, June 14

ating.

Hogan.
BELFAST PEOPLE AT U. OF M. COM

WIPED OUT!

I

energy
She was
about even when in ill health.
taken ill Thursday with a complication
of diseases that eveloped he rt trouble,
which caused her death.
She was born
in Montville. Feb 25, 1817, the diughter
of Paul J. and Delilah W. Cirter. but
when she was seven wee s old her pa
rents moved to the house that has since
been her home
Dec. 30, 1865, she married Capt. Albert A. Roix, now deceased
Mrs. Roix was a woman of exemplary
character, a model wife and mother, a
member of the North Congregational
church and of Aurora Rebekati Lodge, I.
O O. F
Her only child, Ed 1a U., wile
of Arthur Moore, both of whom lued
with her and gave her always unusual
care and attention, survive; also one sister, Mrs. Adelia A. Sargent of this city
The sympathy of many frien sis extended them in their sudden bereavement.
The funeral was held at her late home
W ednesday at 2 o’clock with Rev. Wm.
F. Skerrye of the Federated church offici-

NEW ENGLAND’S FAVORITE CIRCUS COMING
TO BELFAST

|

CONDON.
In Belfast, June 1, Mrs
Hattie F. Condon, aged 63 years, 11
months and 2 days.
GINN.
Ill Winterport, May 27, Capt.
Alfred A. Ginn, aged 87 years.
Meader.
In Belmont, May 31, Herbert M. Meader, aged 62 years.
NORTON.
In Winterport, May 26,
Mrs Sarah M. Norton, formerly of Troy.
PATTERSON.
In Belfast, June 4, Mrs.
Susan L. Patterson, aged 76 years and 8
months.
ROIX. In Belfast, June 6, Mrs. Abbie
H. Roix, aged 75 years, 3 months and 11

Feature and Every Feature A ThriH!
PRESENTED ABSOLUTELY AND ALWAYS ON HONOR

Every Ac! A

PERFORMERS
A PEERLESS PROGRAM OF PRE-EMINENT Up-to-da;c
Lines.
Ever ,thing New, Novel, Cosily and Convincing. An Honest Show Conducted on
Ea^tn’s Most Marvelous Amusement Enterprise. The Real Stars of the Circus Firmament.
Every Promise to the Public Unfailingly Fulfilled

days.
STEWART. In Lincolnville, June 4,
George Avery Stewart ,of Montville,
aged 72 years.

r«£> JO ALL-ONE MILE OF MAGNIFICENT PARADE-f2 o'clock
12

Notice;

pcBr ORMANCES

DAILY.

Hoani o*\ or show
Afternoon and Night. I»«r$ Open at

PRE-WAR ADMISSION

This is to give notice that my wife
Alice M. Hall, has left my bed and board
without just cause, and this is to forbid
all persons from harboring or trusting her
on my account after this date.
Belfast, June 2, 1922.
L. HALL.

SURPRISES

A SHOW OF SUPREMELY-STUPENDOUS

I and 7.

Performance One Hour Later

PRICES RESTORED

_

*29

ADULTS 60c. Children under 12 years, HALF
Honestly Advertised. Every Special Feature Positively Exhibited.

PRICE

_2w23*_RALPH

Automobile Owners

street.

and Mrs. Andrew mcuowu ui
ATTENTION
lor
Worcester, Mass., arrived Saturday
on Pleasant
MR. A. K. WOOD will do all kinds of
a short stay at their cottage
to Wor- automobile top work at my harness shop.
Point, Mrs. McGown returned
remaining Low prices and satisfaction guaranteed.
cester, Tuesday, Mr. McGown
C. E. STEVENS’
4w23
a few days longer.
Harness Shop, Church St., Armory Bldg.
and
Duncan
H.
James
Mr. and Mrs.
at the
Mist Martha Duncan were guests
Bangor
reception to the seniors of the
Theological Seminary, which was given
at the home oi * rot.
oil Tuesday evening
Two furnished rooms with modern conand Mrs. Calvin Clark in Bangor.
veniences; also with use of screen piazza.
Memorial
For particulars apply to
Mist Isabelle Frame spent
John
MRS. ADA R. WILEY,
Day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
returned
She
tf23
33 Congress Street.
Frame in Navy street.
PittsC.
M.
at
L,
Tuesday to her studies
ATTENTION
field, from which abe will be graduated
this month.
of Phonographs
Mias Maude B. Colcord arrived Tuesday Owners
is lifrom Plymouth, Mas#., where «he
If
good music, why not
appreciate
you
Co
brarian for the Plymouth Cordage
better care cf your RECORDS? Pre
of Capt. take
be
the
will
guest
Colcord
liisa
them and improve the tone by using
wnile in serve
and Mrs. Amos Nichols, and
a
“HAND-MADE PHON O BRUSH.”
exMaine will attend the Commencement
Satisfaction
Made better and cost less.
ercises at U. of M.
Send 25 cents to
or money refunded.
/
and
MARTIN’S AYE-WON SERVICE,
Fred Harris, Charles Jahonnett
have been Book 115 Harney Station, Omaha, Neb.
Fred Peme of Boston who
re(Agents and dealers write)
•pending a few daya at Swan Lake,
turned to Boston by auto Tuesday. They
C. E. Adams
were accoihpanied by Mrs.
her
•f this town, who will be the guest of
sister, Mrs. Fred Harris.
New
Attractive home near Belfast.
Searsport people were especially inter- house, several acres of land, garage and
ested in the report of the ramming of the hen bouse. Pleasant location r nd priced
the freight
cargo steamer Welsh Price by
to aell. Inquire of
re
steamer Iowan in the Columbia River,
CARL C. JENKINS,
ton
freighter,
contly. The Iowan, a 6547
23
Belfast, R. F. D.
Comowned by the American-Hawaiian
time
some
by
for
puuy was commanded
Ccpt! Frank Curtis of this town.
Mr.

<

!

~
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TO LET

For Sale

lT..rVT

£1.50
for your old iron.

Do your ironing, these hot
months in the coolest room in the house. The
electric iron is ready for
duty wherever there is an
electric li&ht socket.
No matter what kind of an
iron you have, you need a
roundheel Universal. The
roundheel Universal irons
out the wrinkles with every
j
stroke.
summer

Brin^ in

at any of our 32 Stores

3

or

4

furnished

for
floor.

rooms

housekeeping on street
Andy at the Journal office.

LIVER TROUBLE—Phyaician explains
simple treatment for inflamed gallbladder
and ducts associated with gallstones,
Booklet free. Dr. A. Paddock, Box 201.
Iw28*
».««. City, Mo.

1

1

5 gr.

y/e HAVE IN

STOCK
Eastern, Western and Southern

matter

Central Maine Power Co.

^

;PU RETEST
Aspirin Tablets

your old flatiron,

what kind, and
receive an allowance of
$1.50 for it toward the purchase of a new Universal
Roundheel Flatiron.
Yes, your old flatiron and
>5.25 will buy a brand new
Universal Roundheel Iron J
which regularly sells for /
a
$6.75.
no

Having disposed of my horse, would
like to sell my buggy and sleigh. A
modern square, oak extension dining table
and chairs for sale at a bargain if taken
H. R. MCDONALD,
at once.
45 Nortbport Avenue.
Tel. 100.

Wanted at Once

■

We’ll allow you

Iron in
Comfort

FOR SALE

uu. Joanna Colcord arrived Tuesday
be the guest
(ram Naw York City and will
and
M her mother, Mrs. L A. Colcord,
kg.-l. prof. Frederick R. Sweetser,
Main street
at the Sweetser home in East
Orono
WhUe'here Him Colcord will go to
to attend the Commencement exercises
Mias Colat U. of M-, her Aims Meter.
ette wbo ia superintendent of the Chanty
of New
Organization society of the City
the Virgin
Yack, spool e year recently m
I
"charge of Rod Cross work.

~~

“How cool you look, Mari', you don’t mean to
say that you have been ironing.”
“Why yes, ironing electrically is no etl ^rt
because all the heat is concentrated on the
bottom of the iron.”

Tk. ROUND HEEL
Universal Electric Iron
smoothes out the
wrinkles with everr
stroke.

L

LUMBER
British

Native

SHINGLES
Puretest Aspirin Tablets are so skill-'
fully made from TRUE ASPIRIN
they can be depended on to give
quick relief. Box of 24 tablets, 25
cents. Only at

CITY

DRUG STORE

BUILDING MATERIAL and

MASONS'SUPPLIES

The Kexall Store
READ & HiLLS,

P. O. square,

Proprutors,
Belfast, Maine.

The Steamer Castine leaves our wharf every
week day for Belfast and West Islesboro.
Prices quoted on lot
It pays to inquire.

AUTOMOBILE

or

cargo.

CAMDEN LUMBER OOMPANY

TRIMMING

E

E
11

11

Columbia and

Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

„„

For Sal©

WANTED
TO RENT in or around Belfast, Maine, 2
or 3 cottages on the lakes after the summer season is over, for 2 or 3 months.
Please state price and particulars. Address Box [33, Whitestone, L. I, New
York.
6w21

Second growth nice herd

»

^
pH

Mer^pjSer^

Tel. IT7-I4

